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QuiLkly and easily process and analyze subicriber complaints, crack 
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% Allows your edit controller to trigger Amigal 
Toaster effects precisely at the edit point. 
Configurable for any controller and any 
pre-roll length. 

% Plugs into second mouselgame port of Amiga 
and your edit controller. 
Converts edit controller output signal into 
Amiga GPI input signal. 

% Powered from Amiga. No  battery or external 
power supply required. 

% Reliable, precision circuitry. Requires no 
maintenance or adjustments. 

% Works in Preview and Edit modes. 
Compatible with single and multiple edit 
point controllers. 

% Takes only minutes to install. 
% Professional results at an affordable price. 

CIRCUITS & SOFTWARE 
Call (313) 851-3536 

UNATTENDED VIDEOTAPE PLAYBACK 
Leightronix Event Controllers provide automated videotape playback, recording, and switching 
for your cable channel! 

The low cost solution for automated playback Telephone remote control 
w Control for 4 VCRs Â Internal 5 x 1 switcher Â $695.00 Â¥Telephon remote control for your playback equipment 

Â ~ a y  be used in conjunction with T'CD-RT or PRO-16 control systems 
Â¥$1195.0 

Want to hear a C-VOICE demonstration? 
The all-in-one playback controller 
Â¥Contro for 16 VCRS Internal 16 x 4 switcher $4995.00 Call 1-800-24395589 

See the entire line of VCR controllers from LEIGHTRONIX 

Ideal for expanding systems 
at the ALLIANCE for COMMUNITY MEDIA'S 

Â Control for 64 VCRs Control for external routing switchers 
1993 NATIONAL CONVENTION & TRADE SHOW. 

Â $2995.00 

2330 Jarco Drive, Holt, MI 48842 Â (51 7)  694-5589 Â FAX (51 7)  694-41 55 
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Unique Fabrics from Identical Threads 
By 1. Andrew Lewis 

I nearly June, I spoke to a group from the Japan Cable Television 
Research and Information Center, and responded to some of 
their concerns: "Will unlimited, individual access lead to an over- 

abundance of "vanity programs", thus overshadowing programming 
focused upon community interest? Does the less than commercial 
technical quality of programs by community producers have an  
effect upon the level of viewership?" Sound like very familiar ques- 
tions? These are only two of their many questions that could and 
have been asked by those from Tucson and Olympia to Atlanta and 
New York. 

Earlier this year, I had similar conversations with media advocates 
in Australia, Canada and Israel. The vital role of communications within and between nations 
is being recognized the world over. The Alliance, now an international resource in community 
communications, is the organization that is contacted for information and assistance. And 
because of the fundamental, democratic goals and framework of the United States, including 
the First Amendment, American community media models are frequently adopted or adapted 
by other nations. 

Yet, all is not simple and all is not well. The vagaries of diverse cultures, some of which find 
the philosophical underpinnings of free speech untenable, complicate the issue. They fre- 
quently deter the facile adoption or even adaptation of our system or of access itself. In some 
places, violent politics preclude free expression. Further, all will not be well in the realm of 
human communication until there is active, effective participation and contribution by citi- 
zens of the world's developing nations. In fact, however, although community media is a com- 

See Unique Fabrics from Identical Threads - page 4 
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with the 
Interactive Video Bulletin Board 

THE CHANNEL THAT TAKES REQUESTS: 
Lets viewers choose what they see. - Handles up to 999 topics of any length. 
Prints reports of what viewers choose. 
Typically receives 1,000 requestdday. 
Gives documented proof of viewership. 
Uses PC word processor files as input. 
Fast, easy setup and maintenance. 

What current owner-operators say about [ the Interactive Video Bulletin Board: 1 
' I  can watch it taking calls from my office, and know 
that we're serving the community. The feedback helps 
us understand our viewing audience's likes and 
dislikes." -David Vogel, General Manager, 

Community Television of Knoxville 

'The system is amazing in its simplicity and power. It 
involves the viewing audience directly and documents 
every phone call it receives. It helps make us 
indispensable to the community. " 

-Fred Thomas, Executive Director, 
Fairfax Cable Access 

"Since installing the Interactive Video Bulletin Board, 
we've gotten more interest and participation from 
non-profits than we had in the last 10 years. It's less 
work, more effective, and it's fun for viewers to use!" 

- Lynn Carillo-Cruz, Executive Director, 
Quote ... Unquote, Albuquerque 

"It's the lowest-cost, highest-impact service we offer to 
local non-profits. During September ...p articipating 
organizations reported that an average of 65% of their 
calls resulted from viewership of the Interactive Video 
Bulletin Board. " 

- Barbara Popovic, Executive Director, 
Chicago Access Corporation 

I I  or a brochure and videotape, contact: 

INTERACTIVE PUBLICATIONS 
1651 N. DAYTON STREET, SUITE 306, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60614 

312-642-0884 FAX: 312-642-1 735 



Public Policy Update 

Time missed the point on 
hatred and bigotry in America 

By Alan Bushong 

In its June 21 issue, Time Magazine gave 
America more of the same-old, same-old on 
public access TV. It is interesting to note that, 
a t  the same time, Time- Warner is challenging 
the constitutionality of cable TV franchising 
and PEG access requirements in court. A sus- 
picious person might question the integrity of 
Time's journalism. That suspicious person 
might also question this attempt to downplay 
Rush Limbaagh, the profitable controversy 
distributed by commercial media far more 
widely than any controversial public access 
program. I submitted the following response 
article to Time; its status was unknown a t  CTR 
press time. 

Time's June 21 "All You Need is Hate" arti- 
cle was a disservice to its readers by glossing 
over the serious problem of bigotry and 
hatred in America and by characterizing pub- 
lic access TV channels solely as repositories 
for hate programming. Time could have sig- 
nificantly improved the article by starting 
with the concept and words of the last sen- 
tence quote from Robert Purvis, administra- 
tive director of the National Institute Against 

Prejudice and Violence: "Public access is 
potentially far more valuable in improving 
intergroup relations than it is in harming 
them." 

Since 1976, the Alliance for Community 
Media has worked with members across the 
nation to develop public access TV. The 
H a t e "  article in no way explores public 
access TV, and the Alliance thinks your read- 
ers deserve the whole story. 

For more than 20 years, public, educational 
and governmental access channels and facili- 
ties have provided local communities the 
opportunity to send and receive information 
using the powerful medium of television. 
Community groups and individuals are pro- 
vided equal opportunity to make their voices 
heard. As a result, new, previously-underrep- 
resented portions of Americans, including 
minorities, women, youth, seniors and chal- 
lenged populations, have for the first time 
become major contributors of ideas and infor- 
mation in the mass media. In less than two 
decades, community programming has grown 
to over 15,000 hours of new programs each 
week, exceeding the combined output of the 
major broadcast networks. Through commu- 
nity TV, the First Amendment goals of diverse 
speakers and speech are met, enabling people 
to share information and culture, solve prob- 
lems and build a healthy democracy. 

Public, educational and government chan- 
nels have unique and valuable local program- 

ming found nowhere else. Cinco de Mayo, 
Black History Month and International 
Women's Day are celebrated side-by-side on 
community channels. City Council meetings, 
political candidate debates, high school foot- 
ball, girl scout merit badge projects and 
neighborhood meetings all frequent commu- 
nity channels, although these programs are 
not capable of attracting commercial spon- 
SOTS required with broadcast or satellite TV. 
In many ways, community channels help 
preserve and define community in the 
telecommunicatious age. 

Focus on the Real Problem: Fear- 
based Bigotry and Hatred. Even more 
alarming is Time's casual treatment of big- 
otry and hatred in the article. Racially-moti- 
vated hatred and violence has led extremists 
to terrorize, brutalize and kill people of color, 
people with other religious beliefs and people 
who are in any way different from the 
extremists themselves. The article fails to deal 
either with this pain and destruction or the 
fear and ignorance which serves as the root 
cause for bigotry and hatred. 

Time missed an opportunity to link the 
growth of bigotry and hatred to the shift to a 
global economy, automation and the loss of 
meaningful jobs in America. Fear mongers 
have exploited this fear of job loss, placing 
the blame on people of color, primarily in 
- ~ -~ ~ ~~ 

See Public Policy Update - page 4 

1 Alliance has gained a better understanding of its role and relation- 
International Update ship to the development of community media worldwide. 

Community Video Transcends Borders 

By Karen Helmerson 

The development of community media is a history of concerns 
and efforts that are common worldwide. Originating from a variety 
of political, economic and cultural conditions, the non-commercial 
use of video has evolved a language which transcends international 
borders. A language which recognizes the importance of diversity 
and the need to educate ourselves and each other to the issues sur- 
rounding our differences. Among these issues are those of preser- 
vation - human life, culture and free speech. 

The strength and force of coalition building is a cornerstone of 
the Alliance for Community Media. The Alliance public policy plat- 
form, as approved by the Delegates to the 1988 national conven- 
tion, opens with "Developing technologies and applications of 
communications media have tremendous potential for human 
development in all communities and nations of the world. The 
Alliance is committed to encouraging the fulfillment of this poten- 
tial." The International Committee, in part, was formalized as a 
standing committee of the Alliance in order to emphasize organiza- 
tional support in extending this belief to "all communities and 
nations." Through a variety of international collaborations, the 

The challenge still remains, however, of bringing this nnder- 
standing home and incorporating it into our daily lives. By working 
with other countries, through conferences and by exchanging peo- 
ple and videotapes, we gather the kind of information about other 
cultures which empowers us to act knowledgeably and in unison 
with all people. For example, the Alliance has found a remarkable 
parallel of principles and concerns in the mission statement of 
organizations likevideazimut and UNESCO. 

There exists a universal "sense", if not outright understanding, of 
the impact that technology and information vehicles have on the 
quality of our lives. It is extremely important to realize that this 
impact is also governed by rules which are increasingly interna- 
tional in their structures. These rules are manifest of world com- 
merce and economics which affect regulatory authorities in the 
development of policy, production and dissemination. In order to 
achieve a "network of self-determined voices", individuals and 
communities worldwide must work together. Communities must 
be able to clearly articulate their commonalities as well as their 
diversity, and do so through experience. In order to gain represen- 
tation in the process of determining appropriate regulation, on the 
national and international level, knowledge through experience is 
critical. 
-~ ~ -- - 

See International Update - page 4 
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Public Policy ~ Update ~ 

Continued from pare 3 
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other nations. Time and the major commer- 
cial media have a chance to set the record 
straight. It is interesting to note that in the 
cover story, Time worked to explain the 

International Update 
Continued from pare 3 

The International Committee is the 
Alliance's organizational link to community 
based media globally. It is a conduit for the 
flow of information. Our regional 

serous behavior which, when made visible, is 
an embarrassment to many, but whose con- 
sequences fail to penalize all equally, often 
having no negative effect at all on those most 
embarrassed. Others are not so lucky: bigotry 
and hatred ruins lives and limits rights on a 
daily basis. Public access TV constantly 

growth of prostitution through global eco- 
nomic and social factors. 

Our country, the great melting pot, has 
grown strong with diverse peoples and 
diverse speech, unfettered by the narrow, 
transient viewpoints of censors. For many 
years, Time magazine has enjoyed the great 
privilege of speech. Time should not 
begrudge that privilege of others via public 
access TV. 

If Time were to tell the real story of public 
access, or community TVchannels, and place 
hate programming in context, Time would 
need a weekly one page column. Since hate 
programming comprises less than one per- 
cent of community TV, once a year Time 
could take out any penchant for sensational- 
1st coverage of "hate" with a little less than 
half of the weekly column. 

To blame the upsurge of bigotry and hatred 
on public access TV is to act like an ostrich 
with its head in the sand; unfortunately, om 
problems with bigotry and hatred will 
increase just like the problems of the ostrich. 
Public access TV has helped to expose dm-  

reminds us that as a society we must choose 
whether to take the problem head-on or to 
sweep it under the rug until we have an enor- 
mous crisis. 

International Committee chairs are the key 
points for disseminating this information to 
the Alliance membership. They are also the 
pathways for communication between local, 
national and international. Without question, 
the challenge of bringing international home 
remains daunting. The process of educating 
ourselves to each other, locally and globally, 

' remains constant. We can, however, face the 
challenge with a long-term view of its reward, 
knowing we are participants in securing the 
future of access to telecommunications 
media "in all communities and nations of the 
world". 

Below is a selection of organizations and 
resources which provide avariety of infonna- 
tion ranging from the recent history of com- 
munity media developments internationally, 
to current issues, conferences and projects. 
The International Committee encourages 
contact withany or all ofthe following. 

Reference Materials: 

, , ~ ~ e o t h e ~ h a n g i n g ~ o r l p  
Edited by Nancy Thede and Alain Ambrosi 
(see Videazimut) 

Of all the unique and valuable services 
offered by public access TV, perhaps the 
greatest is the opportunity for local commu- 
nities to establish a dialogue, identify prob- 
lems and find solutions. If we choose to use 
this powerful tool to address and resolve hig- 
otry and hatred and to celebrate diversity, 
then public access channels may have 
reached their greatest potential and we as 
human beings may have started to reach 
n,,m 

Alan Bushong, 
Public Policy Committee Chair, 
Alliance for Community Media 

"LocalRailw and Television in Europe" 
Edited by Nick Jankowski, Ole Prehn 
&James Stappers, 
John Libbey Media Books 
Contact: John tibbey & Co.Ltd., Tel: 08 947 2777 
London, England 

"ZAPBOOK" 
Produced by PARADISO Amsterdam 
Contact: HelenVreedeveld - Tel: 3 20 626 452 

Weteringschans 6-8 
07 SG Amsterdam, Netherlands 

Organizations 

International Media Resource Exchange 
flMRF.1 ,.. 
Contact: KarenRanucci - Tel: 212 463 0108 
24 Washington Place 
NewYork, NewYork004 
(see IMRE's Latin American resource directory) 

Georg Hitter - Tel: 0732 23 2 09 
STADTWEMSTATT 
U Kircheng 4 
A - 4040 LINZ 
Austria 

Olivier Pasquet - Tel; 33 79 38 0 74 

TVTV 
BP 2 73720 QUIEGE 
France 

Ted Weisberg - Tel: 08 642 35 35 
Filmcentrum 
Folkungagatan 80 B 
1 16 22 Stockholm, Sweden 
(Organizerfor 1994 Video Olympics, 
Scandinavia) 

Videazimut 
General Secretariat - Tel; 514 982 6660 
3680 rue Jeanne-Mance, bur 430 
Montreal, Quebec, Canada H2X2K5 

Black Workshops 
Jeffrey Morris 
Unit 215 Highbnry Workshop 
22 Highhury Grove 
London N5 2EA, England 

Karen Helmerson chairs the Alliance's Inter- 
national Committee. She is Deputy Director 
of FilmIVideo Arts, 817 Broadway, New York, 
NY10003. Telephone2121673-9361. 

Unique Fabrics from Identical Threads 
Continued from page 1 
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plicated institution that is not yet worldwide, the process of struggling for can itself have a pos- 
itive impact since it will likely lead to diversity of methodology which can be as valuable as the 
diversity of voices and nations. All of us appreciate the progress made thus far, but realize that 
there is still much work to be done. 

As we are all aware, our ability to communicate one with another as individuals, groups and 
as nations is the fulcrum about which human progress and world peace will pivot in the com- 
ing decades. The most basic premise of the tool of public, educational and government access 
to telecommunications is that this unique forum can provide the information, ideas and 
exchange needed for the empowermentof people to begin to make progressive changes in 
their lives, in their communities and in the world. It is that lofty potential of this tool of inter- 
national human progress and freedom that inspired this year's convention theme which . . 

Alan is also executive director of Capital , explores the many human similarities within a culturally diverse global community. Let's 

Community Television, 585 Liberty St., Salem, begin the exploration here in this issue. 

OR 97308-2342. Telephone 5031588-2288. T. Andrew is executive director of the Alliance for Community Media. 



Amend Access First 
We have inherited a tradition of  apathy, passivity, 

and alienation in the sphere of public policy. 

Access Television is a tool to be used to reverse these 

trends by promoting speech and interaction. 

By Elliot Margolies 

at's the single most valuable aspect of Access Television? Is it the empow- 
erment when somebody learns to operate video equipment? Is it the com- 
pletion and cablecast of a television program made by an ordinary citizen? 

u r  is it me communication which happens when someone puts hisher message on 
the channel and someone at home watches, listens, and reacts to that message? At 
Mid-Peninsula Access Corporation (MPAC) in California we have chosen the latter as 
our guide because we feel it does the most to vitalize and strengthen our community. 

Linking Atherton, East Palo Alto, Medo Park, Palo Alto, and Stanford, MPAC's 
Channel 6 encompasses a challenging spectrum of ethnic populations and socioeco- 
nomic strata which mirrors both the diversity and polarized qualities of our society- 
at-large. Atherton, which is 95 percent white, is one of the richest towns in the 
country while East Palo Alto, which is 88 percent minority, is nearly bankrupt and 
earned the unwanted distinction of Murder Capital of the US. in 1992. Throw 
Stanford University into the mix with its international student body and renowned 
faculty, and it's easy to see why MPAC is an exciting place to work. Our service area is 
practically a laboratory for communications projects. 

We want to hring people of diverse backgrounds and orientations face-to-face in 
dialogue. We want to provide a forum for regional problem solving and sharing of 
resources. We want the many different ethnic groups to use the channel in their own 
image - for their own sense of pride and validation. We want to facilitate interactive 
communication highways between schools and families, government officials and 
their constituents, citizens and police. We want community issues to he debated by 
all who have a stake and opinion. We want to create opportunities for at-risk youth 
and plug them into a community process. 

Does such a content-driven agenda fly in the face of the Access mission? Some 
would say yes. Once you start down the slippery path of shaping content on the com- 
munity channel, it will compromise your duty to provide an open forum for free 
speech. Even if no resident is denied hislher right to make whatever program helshe 
wishes, we may he exerting a form of censorship by preferential allocation of 
resources and thereby inhibiting a range of speech that would otherwise happen. At 
MPAC we believe there is an even greater inhibiter of speech on our access channels 
which is inherent in the very means of video production itself. 

Many of us sought jobs in Access because we recognized its potential to offer a 
voice for those who were not represented on commercial media and because we 
believed it would broaden the marketplace of ideas and enhance the practice of 
democracy. These were, in fact, the reasons offered by the FCC for the establishment 
of Access channels on cable. When we put out our shingles years ago we were grati- 
fied by the number of people who came in to learn video and produce shows. Yet 
many of those who made it through the doors first came either because they were 
interested in video equipment, wanted to acquire career skills, or create a pilot show 
which some networkwould just die for. Our time has been consumed by administrat- 
ing, facilitating, and publicizing these productions even as our channels acquired the 
social import of chopped liver. While many such programs are well crafted and net 
Hometown awards, they can't justify our existence. 

Many Access directors abandoned the purist notion of "first come, first served" and 
began targeted outreach campaigns to hring in a range of producers who would 
reflect the cultural and philosophical diversity of the community. I imagine that most 
of us have seen many groups who were wild about our outreach presentations only to 

~. 
Continued next page 
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Organizations 

AMARC is the World 

Association of Community 

Radio Broadcast9rs. The 

organization publishes 

Interadlo three times a year 

dealing with democratization 

of the media and the devel- 

opment of community radio 

worldwide. They also prepare 

a d  distribute publications 

d i g  with such things as 

The International Women's 

Network of AMARC Resource 

Directory, Air-waves for a 

Pluralist Africa , Report on 

Participatory Radio in 

Southern Africa, and Tuning 

Into a New History of the 

Americas. 

AMARC Secretariat 

3575 bod. St. Lament, 

#704, Montreal, Quebec 

H2X 2T7, Canada 

514/982-0351 voice 

514/849-7129 fax 

Union for Democratic 

Communication strives to 

link critical researchers In 

communications, information 

and media Issues with pro- 

ducers, practitioners and 

activists in those fields. 

While other communications 

conferences and groups 

occasionally Include critical 

work on their agendas, the 

UDC Is the only organization 

where progressive research, 

production and practice corn- 

prise the purpose of the 

group. UDC publishes the 

Newsletter, Democratic 

Communiqu& 

UDC 

Department of 

Communication 

585 Manoogian Hall 

Wayne State University 

Detroit, MI 48202 

continued from previous page 

drop the ball at some point along the production 
route. Common pitfalls: 1) they can't come up with 
nine people to operate the studio, 2) they take classes 
but never produce a show, 3) they give up during the 
editing process. 

! It took a long time to realize that video production 
itself gets in the way of our vision for the communi- 
cation potentials of access channels. I started making 
videos in 1974 with all the clunky black and white 
open reel equipment, the whole while saying "Wow, 
with this kind of portahlility, it's only a matter of time 
before we're a nation of grassroots producers!" 

1 Seventeen years later, with an access center chock 
full of High 8 camcorders, I realize that the equip- 
ment could become pocket-knife size and it would 
still be hard to make a program. It takes time and 
energy. Editing means telling a story which in turn 
involves the torturous process of writing, even if it's 
done with buttons and oxides instead of ink and 

1 paper. Many organizations who would love a forum 
to present the ideas they hold dear cannot muster up 
the production crews - especially for a studio series. 
Let's face it, the free speech forum we have set up 
works best for those who have the time and energy, 
the people power, the writing background, and even 
the moneylleisure to learn and do video production. 
It's not an even playing field for everyone. 

There is another compelling reason to make sure 
that the community channel carries programming 
that reaches people and makes a difference. Local 
governments can cut off the funds for access if they 
see no value in it relative to other community needs. 

1 The Cable Act of 1984 put into question the survival 
of access TV facilities when it gave city councils the 
choice of funding them or not, even as it relieved 
cable companies of any obligation to underwrite 
access operations. Throw a trillion dollar national 
debt into the equation, which has trickled down into 

1 every city budget, and it's clear that the survival of 
Access is still an iffy situation. The fallout of the cable 
act and Reaganomics has only just begun to materi- 
alize for many Access facilities who had franchise 
contracts which carried them into the '90s. 

Six access producers hom San Leandro, California, 
including the producers of "Johnny and the UFOs" 
and " ~ h ~ ~ x o t i c s "  which featured exotic animals, dis- 
covered this ominous reality early on. On a summer 
night in 1987 they watched the final curtain come 
down on their programs with a 6 to 1 vote by the city 
council who did not want to spend any part of its 
franchise fee revenues to support community access. 
United Cable had foot the bill to run Access for San 
Leandro for the previous 15 years, but when it came 
time to rehanchise they told the San Leandro fathers 
to ante up or fold. Access folded. 

In nearby Sunnyvale, after a study of PEG Access 
TV, the City Council decided not to institute public 
access TV for its residents, because it would he more 
prudent to direct the franchise fee revenues toward 

ither city needs. In Sacramento, where producers 
lave won dozens of national awards for high quality 
programs, the attorney for the County Cable 
:ommission argues that public access should be 
scaled down to a simple and cheap electronic soap- 
sox providing residents an opportunity to record 
their opinions. MPAC began operating in post-Cable 
4ct-1990 with a channel that serves four municipali- 
ties. Though we have convinced them to invest in 
MPAC not one of them wanted to call it franchise fee 
money. We must request support from the general 
Fund each year. 

When Access Directors stand in front of the council 
at budget time - shoulder to shoulder with their 
counterparts from the senior citizen center, the 
libraries, the community theatre and the police -it 
just won't due to brag about how many people grad- 
uated from the video classes or how many times the 
cameras went out. Even if the number is high relative 
to other Access facilities it probably represents only a 
tiny fraction of the community-at-large. We are now 
asking for a share of the public's money and we must 
demonstrate that the Access facility is creating a 
community value. Principled language about the 
First Amendment might help, but we had better he 
able to present some evidence that what went out 
over our channels made a difference in the commu- 
nity. 

We have taken the following steps to demonstrate 
potentials of community television and make certain 
that the channel is perceived as a vital communica- 
tions organ for many in the community. 

Â 1) We write grants for special demonstration 
projects on the channel and for targeted outreach 
campaigns; 
Â 2) We produce forums and multicultural presen- 

tations; 
3) We provide a volunteer studio crew for those 

who wish to make an interactive studio program; 
Â 4) We are building an 'auto pilot studio' (like in 

Tampa and Chicago) where one may be able to 
engage the public with less than an hour of training; 
Â 5) We locate volunteer videographers and edi- 

tors to help organizations who ask for coverage of 
lectures and forums; 

Â 6) We build organizational coalitions to jointly 
produce and cross-promote program series (i.e. envi- 
ronmental groups, women's groups, health care 
providers; etc.) and provide them a volunteer studio 
crew; 

>Â 7) We conduct candidate forums for most races, 
with call-ins from viewers and questions from a citi- 
zen panel in the studio; 

Â 8) We preempt programming and mount live 
call-in fomms during times of crisis. (i.e. reaction to 
the Rodney King verdict; multiple shontings in East 
Palo Alto); 

Â 9) We are developing an ongoing, facilitated 
workshop on Channel 6,  enabling people of different 
backgrounds and orientations to confront their 
stereotypes and differences in a public process; 



MPAC Staffbrainstorm in the Out-of-ContmlRoom 
- .- 

Obviously a council might turn against an Access 
facility for showing controversial programming, no 
matter how much communication had been gener- 
ated throughout the community by the channel. 
There is no guarantee that any amount of commu- 
nity dialogues and cultural presentations will trans- 
late into support from elected officials. Government 
funding should not be the primary motive for devel- 
oping the kind of approaches listed above. 

Our wake up call was the Gulf War. There was no 
question in our minds that at such a time of crisis, 
Channel 6 ought to become a forum for people's 
reflections and emotions. The war erupted less than 
a year into our operations and at that point we had 
no studio and not many producers. We wired a cam- 
corder directly into the cable system, drafted our 
two-line office phone into community service and 
initiated the first of many live, interactive programs. 
The phone kept ringing with callers of all ages and 
persuasions; others came over to our makeshift stu- 
dio to make a statement on camera and participate in 
one of the least sophisticated, but most important TV 
shows in Channel 6 history. 

We struggle to balance our traditional role as 
access providers with our intention to develop the 
infrastructures that will increase the diversity of 
speakers, promote interaction, and serve the com- 
munity in specific ways. We grapple with how much 
staff time to devote to initiating programs and what 
format a staff driven program should have. We know 
that whatever topics we choose and whatever guests 
we invite imprints program content, but we are care- 
ful to structure shows in a way to give citizens a voice 
rather than producing MPAC documentaries or mag- 
azine shows. We believe that in time MPAC's role as a 
producer will recede as more and more of the groups 
who have taken part in MPAC "INTERACT" shows 
will utilize the facilities completely on their own 
terms. 

How much do we determine our direction based 
on where the foundation money is? Does a particular 
project or enterprise seem attractive because of the 
money and growth or because of our vision for 
MPAC? We need only look to PBS to see a mission 
compromised by the need to survive and the desire 
to grow. 

The First Amendment, like the constitution it is a 
part of, provides an enlightened structure for society. 
But that glorious document, encased in glass in some 
museum does not guarantee an enlightened, partici- 
patory democracy. There is a huge gap between the- 
ory and practice. For those who dream of a truly 
vibrant marketplace of ideas and a society where citi- 
zens care more about choices before their city coun- 
cil than choosing Pepsi or Coke, there is much work 
to be done. In our zeal we will make mistakes and 
sometimes go too far in shaping program content on 
the channels. At times we will sabotage our own goal 
of empowering others. But for the present we are liv- 
ing in a society nearly split apart by the wedges 
between disparate populations. We have inherited a 
tradition of apathy, passivity, and alienation in the 
sphere of public policy. Access Television is a tool to 
be used to reverse these trends by promoting speech 
and interaction. We will need to re-examine our 
activism in the light of the First Amendment, but not 
now. If Access Television is to make a difference in 
our society then we need to roll up our sleeves and 
prime the pump. 

Elliott Margolies is exectuiue director of the Mid- 
Peninsula Access Curporarion serring four rilifs south 
ofSun Francisco. He sews red buttons inside sideiriilk 
cracks hoping they will sprout into access producers, 
In 1965, he competed in Peoria, Ill's citywide spelling 
bee, but was eliminated by the word 'apathy'. He 
thought it  had an 'e'. He can be reached at MPAC, 
3200 Park Blud., Palo Alto, CA 94306. Telephone 
4151494-866'6. 

Participatory 
Communication 

". . .the main objective of 

Is not to produce media 

materials per se, but to use 

a process of media produc- 

tion to empower people wlth 

the confidence, skills and 

information they need to 

tackle their issues and to 

provide them with the media 

tools necessary to articulate 

their experience and inten- 

tions." 

-from Swing and Showing 

Ourselves: A Guide to Using 

Small Format Video Tape is 

a Participatory Tool for 

Development (New Delhi: 

CENDIT, 1991) 

Books of 
Interest 

Dom Carlsltl, Expanding 

Free Expression in tha 

Marketplace: Broadcasiing 

and the Public Forum. New 

York: Quorum Books, 1992. 

Develops an historical and 

legal perspective on access 

to the media, and makes the 

case for extending the 

access provision to broad- 

casting. 

Slavko Splichal and Janet 

Wasko, eds., Communication 

and Democracy. Norwood, 

New Jersey: Ablex, 1993. A 

collection of articles dealing 

wlth "New Visions of 

Communication and 

Democracy," and presenting 

a variety of international 

case studies. 



Yellow Springs, Ohio 

Population: 3,978 
Franchise income 
under$10,MO 
No paid staff 
Cablecasting locally 
produced material. 

By Ruth Cowperihwaite 

^^\able came to our town 

1. some time ago. The 
local municipal build- 

ing was equipped for access 
cablecasting and the 
inevitable bulletin hoard ran 

"The Little Village that Could" 
home videos. People are 
invited to submit short seg- 
ments, three to five minutes, of 
any subject they wish - the 
kid's birthday party, a vacation 
trip, the family cat, a cook-out. 
These are grouped into a 30-60 
minute show with a host who 

1 reads the descrintive material 

I submitted with the tape and 
comments on the content. It is 

media outlet for the local citi- 
zenry?" Several of us had some experience in other access channels, 
one had some film courses in his background, hut most came with lit- 
tle more than ideas of what ought to he. 

An annual budget of less than $10,000 precluded the possibility of 
hiring staff or renting decent space. Liability insurance required by 
the Village Council took a significant chunk. The remaining funds 
were used to purchase equipment and supplies. The Village govern- 
ment provided us with a closet (literally] which housed the bead-end 
and the cameras. No studio was available, so evervthine was taoed , " 
and run on the channel at a later time. 

Our first efforts included taping 
Council meetings and School Board 
meetings, local events such as street " 
and the farmers' market, and some interviews. The local college con- 
tributed tapes of visiting lecturers and panel discussions of current 
issues known as "Friday Forums". We played tapes, and still do, on a 
'"first come, first served" basis without regard to content other than 
the basic "no-no's" of access. 

That was four years ago and we're still functioning entirely with vol- 
unteer help. Our programming has expanded and gotten more cre- 
ative. One volunteer concentrates on the protest activities over the 
burning of toxic waste at a nearby cement plant. Another interviews 
older women (70+ years) and has completed nearly 30. Another per- 
son will interview anybody about anything by taking them down to a 
local pond and simply chatting and strolling while the birds sing and 
the winds blow, or don't blow, and an occasional kid or dog wanders 
into the picture. He calls this show OnceAround the Pond, and he has 
a camera person who is adept at walking backwards while keeping the 
camera level and focused. Another person works with high school 
kids who do a live call-in show once a week, and yes, they go too far 
every now and then and big discussions result. One of 

... . 
no paid staff? 

For starters, we play one tape of programs each day and we repeat it 
six times - twice in the daytime, twice in the evening, and twice in the 
wee small hours of the morning (the local insomniacs are very appre- 
ciative). The bulletin board fills the rest of the time, hut it has been 
brightened with ever-changing quips, quotes, and poetry pertinent to 
the season or the current event. People ENJOY our bulletin hoard 
thanks to another dedicatedvolunteer. 

We have a channel manager and we have an assistant manager, 
both of whom belong to that growing group of people who no longer 
work for a paycheck. Both of them have always loved electronic 
"toys". One or the other comes in each morning, programs the tape 

1 for the day, checks the equipment that has come in or prepares the 
equipment that is scheduled to go out, answers questions, maybe 
makes an appointment for one-on-one training. They may return, 
later in the day, to help others with a complicated setup. Or do a shoot 
themselves! 

Our volunteers can pick up or return equipment any time of the day 
or night by picking up keys from the police dispatcher who has a list of 
certified people. The equipment is cared for and treated respectfully. 
It is a point of pride that our original camera is still with us and doing 
yeoman service. 

Training consists of certification by the channel managers and by 
working with a more experienced person. We recommend to each that 
they take the basic training offered at a larger nearby access 
center, hut not all do. The professionals in 
town help by offering an occasional work- 
shop, giving an evening presentation, 
or giving advice when 

our shows, prepared for the local Mediatio 
Group, was a finalist in Hometown 
USA competition in the goveru- 
ment category. 

A recently-begun show features 
Courtesy DEEP DISH 



ment now includes an edit bay, a special 
effects generator, a title generator, a 
switcher that allows us to do on-line editing, 
and of course, more cameras, lights and 
microphones. We have our own room (11 X 
71 which houses all of the above including 
some files and the head-end. For a studio, 
we share a meeting room with other organi- 
zations. We can go "live" from three differ- 
ent areas: the Council room, the studio1 
meeting room, and the auditoriumlgymna- 
sium. 

We've been asked how we manage to 
acquire and maintain dedicated volunteers. 
Part of the answer lies in our focus on "com- 
munity service". People who might not 
come forth to "learn video", will join up "if 
needed", and learning video becomes a by- 
product. The pressure is off to be technically 
expert and sophisticated. The content of the 
show is the most important element and no 
amount of expertise can help a basically 
boring program. The desire to grow, to 
expand, to improve comes as experience 
and confidence grow. 

And camaradie is an essential ingredient. 
We work in teams, are supportive of each 
other's efforts, and meet periodically to 
exchange experiences, to laugh at our prob- 
lems, and to set new goals and directions. 

Our viewing audience is growing, and dif- 
ferent elements within the community are 
exposed to what other groups are thinking 
and doing. Many people believe that every- 
one in a small town knows everyone else 
and all about them. They are absolutely and 
unequivocally wrong! Crossing the commu- 
nication lines between the various social 
and economic groups is perhaps the biggest 
contribution our access channel makes to 
the community. 

But more important is the fact that a com- 
munication pathway exists, all tooled up 
and ready to go for the person(s1 who want 
to put forth a new concept, who want to say 
something that needs to be said, who want a 
soap box from which they may be better 
heard. 

Tip to those who would like to know 
how many people are watching: Go "live" 
with the video of an important meeting like 
our Council meeting, underlaid with the 
audio track from a Buddhist waking show. 
We did just that, inadvertently, and we 
found far more people were watching than 
we had realized.' 

Ruth Cowperthwaite is Program Coor- 
dinator for Channel 8 Access in Yellow 
Springs, Ohio. She may be reached a t  
Channel 8, Yellow Springs, OH 45387. 
Telephone 5131767-1 188. 

That's for the Midwest to Know 
and the Coasts to Find Out 

By Mike Henry 

s alina, (pronounced 'Sal-eye-na'), would be consid- s 
ered a rural midwestern town of 45,000 inhabitants. a 

h 
To my friends in L.A., it would he considered a "J 

quaint spot in the land of Oz! However, Salina is the cul- a- 
? 

turd and economic center of northwestern Kansas, with S 

over 100 miles between it and the nearest largest city. 
This quiet, stable community has a strong self-identity, 
boasting vigorous support of the arts, low unemploy- 
ment, little crime and pretty parks. Because Salina has 
very poor reception of broadcast TV, we have nearly 90 percent penetration on the cable sys- 
tem managed by TCI. Last year, the city and TCI completed refranchising. Sue Buske and Joe 
Van Eaton put together an effective blueprint for a non-profit PEG access facility. Still, I was 
surprised to seeiliis kind uf facility in this 47e market. 

Communiry Access Television of Salina is a s i x - t i p  I'KU I'acili~y. The ciry has provided 6,000 

Public Access 
h 

square feet in an old city building with lots of history. We have four full time and four part-time 
staff members, three edit bays, three field cameras, a remote production van and a 1,400 
square foot studio, with a 14' lighting grid, a curved cyclorama, 25' of chroma key blue curtain, 
150' ofhlacks and the historical hrickof Memorial Hall. 

One of the most exciting aspects of the franchise was the fiber r-*"- metwork routeA *h"-""h 

the access center. This I-Net will be used as a data network and 
point-to-point full motion video network for interactive e? 
cation in the schools, city and businesses, as well as li 
remote feeds for the access center. 

Of course, all this means nothing without community involvement. We have taken the grand 
opening approach to starting up the access center, which means we did not start programming 
until we had the majority of facilities in place and one weeks worth of programs ready. 
Currently, we have trained 215 volunteer crew members and producers, who have put together 
72 programs. These programs were held until our grand opening May 31. The support and 
enthusiasm has been fantastic. I didn't think it would be possible, but we cablecast 47 hours of 
100 percent local programming during the first week of operation! 

This is very different from my previous work in Pasadena and L.A. The difference may be the 
effect of small town dynamics, coupled with high penetration and a strong community iden- 
tity. When I first came to town the editor of the Salinajournal said: "We need yon. If people in 
this town get all their information and entertainment from WGN and CNN, they will lose inter- 
est in their own community." An example of the kind of impact access provides is the live elec- 
tion coverage. We were the only live television source during the fall '92 and spring '93 election. 
The newspaper and radio broadcasters have been very supportive because we help keep the 
focus on Salina. 

This community seems to understand that community access television means communica- 
tion rather than television. We have received wonderful letters and cards. Some notes express 
thanks for helping to get the word out and others are grateful that attention is finally being paid 
to events and activities here in town. 

Small town dynamics contribute to a great deal of enthusiasm for access. People want to 
trust each other, meet each other, understand each other and find ways to relate to each other. 
In this community of 45,000, people want to encourage a neighborhood feeling and build fam- 
ily relations. 

There is something very special happening here in the Midwest. The people of Salina are 
really tuned in to Community Access Television. They understand the importance of commu- 
nity involvement and sharing ideas using this technology. I like to quote Carl Kuchmki in our 
Producer's Class: "Access is not television, it's communication." In LA. that comment would 
lead to debate, here it is met with understanding. I'm not really sure what it is-maybe it's 
because people wave at each other. Whatever it is, it's for the Midwest to now and for the 
coasts to find out. 

Mike Henry is executive director at CommunilyAccess Television of SalinaInc. POBox 645, 
410 W. Ash St., Salina, KS 67401.He can be reached at 9131823-2500. 
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Grassroots 
Caucus 

The Alliance for Community 

Media maintains a 

Grassroots Caucus to bring 

the grassroots Into fuller 

participation in the Alliance 

and the community media 

movement. 
"Grassroots" ' mcludes 

a l l  access centers, low 

budget organizations, coin- 

munlty access television vol- 

unteers, independent 

producers, and those who 

have been traditionally 

denied access to the main- 

stream media. 

Among its goals are to 

increase membership in the 

Alliance, to ensure that the 

Alliance provides services 

which meet grassroots 

needs, to ensure Alliance 

activities and services am 

accessible and affordable, to 

e r e  participation by the 

grassroots In all levels of 

the Alliance, and to assist 

standing committees in tar  

geting, organlzlng and mob+ 

lizing the grassroots to help 

achieve the Alliance's goals. 

The Caucus will be meeting 

at the national convention in 

Atlanta. 

For more information on 

the Grassroots Caucus, con- 

tact Fiona Boneham, 480 6th 

Ave., Brooklyn, NY 11215. 
Telephone 718/768-5999. 

-- 

Creating a Presence for Grass Roots Groups 
- - 

Diversity and Outreach in Manhattan 
By Victor Sanchez 

M anhattan Neighborhood Network (MNN) is 
the new CAO (Community Access 
Organization) in Manhattan responsible for 

the administration of puhlic access television 
throughout Manhattan. MNN is an independent, 
not-for-profit organization established as a result of 
the cable franchise agreement between The City of 
New York and Time-Warner and Paragon cable com- 
~anies. 

in program that will look like , 'socially engineered 
programming'. 

Our main outreach effort right now as an organiza- 
tion is to create a presence for grass roots groups on 
the public access channels. For example after 20 
years of public access in Manhattan, women's 
groups, senior citizens or youth groups and programs 
dealing with issues of homelessness and affordable 
housing are nearly invisible on MNN's four channels. 
Whywould organizations fleinfrate to reach those in 

In September ot 
\W2. Manhattan 
\ f ~ g \ \ h o r h o o d  
Nrinork assunled 
the responsibility 
of playing back 
programs pro- 
duced for the 
access channels in 
Manhattan. This 
was an enormous 
first step for MNN 
in creating support 
services out of this 
new independent - 
cable access Office, StafJand clients of the Qty mil Lesbian Alliance against Uqanuttio~ 

join a workshop 

What made this (GLAAEJataMNNipnsoredwrfahop. that will teach 
~ ~~ -- 

first step enormous ~ ~~ them the skills 
is that we inherited over 500 hours of programs from necessary for video production, and (2) They are not 
existing producers who had program agreements sure that they want to be on public access because 
with the two cahle companies that administered the it's just for 'weirdos', and in addition this group and 
access channels before we came along. Establishing the community they are in are outside the hound- 
Manhattan Neighhorhood Network, and offering aries of what people call the safe part of town, 96th 
sunnort services is a challenge. Manhattan is desner- Street to 14th Street, which already labels them as 

need of its services 
never use public 
access TV? Usually 
the Executive 
Director or Out- 
reach Coordinator 
of a Community 
Based Organi- 
zation (CBO) will 
tell me that (1) No 
one has ever told 
them how to 
become involved 
with puhlic access 
or asked them to 

. . v 

ate for help after years of non-support for being on the fringe economically and politically, and 
who supplied the programs that then to be on access would lead to further marginalizing 
puhlic access in Manhattan a notorious reputation, of their group. Besides, as one community activist 
The reputation that the access channels have watches that stuff anyway". 
divided my job as Director of Education to offer up ways in which they can 
Outreach into three areas: Explaining what In the past this has begun with a 
access is, why it 'looks' the way that it does, where students (actually clients of 
an individual or group can become involved the CBO) produce a PSA around 

I find that wherever I go I spend time in 
outreach meetings exnlaining why publi~ - 

" A  " , .  
access looks (style and content) the way that it dc 
In a large urban metropolis like New York, what pui 
lie access looks like now, and what it will be after var- 
ious outreach efforts is many different things to 
different communities. Over the past year I've heard 
Puerto Ricans in East Harlem tell me that the large 
number of programs made by producers from the 
Dominican Republic looks like another example that 
'they' are taking over. In Harlem, a young person said 
that he feels that puhlic access always looks like 'the 
crazy people you see on the streets', and entrenched 
access producers say our outreach efforts will result 

i ssue  with which the CBO 
. A s .  From a CBO in predomi- 

tly Spanish speaking Lower East 
. . . - ...ngual workshop. From this came a 
PSA asking for racial harmony and community 
peace. The Lesbian and Gay Community Services 
Center in Greenwich Village produced two PSAs, one 
encouraging lesbians to join an advocacy group 
called "The Lesbian Avengers", and the other encour- 
aging safe sex practices. These two PSAs play regu- 
larly on Gay and Lesbian programs on MNN. 

Now we are looking for CBOs that would he inter- 
ested in a more extensive workshop. One that will 
result in programs longer than PSAs. For example we 



are now working with The Coalition of Battered 
Women Advocates, a group in Manhattan that helps 
battered women with shelter, counseling programs 
and information on their legal rights and ways to 
insure their health, safety and recovery. We are 
designing a video skills workshop for women that use 
the services of the coalition. The workshop will take 
place on site at the office and shelters of the coalition. 
The Hi-8 equipment that they will train on will live at 
the shelters and offices so that these woman can have 
access to a camcorder whenever they feel the need to 
record and document their lives. The post-production 
work is to be done at MNN. The instructor for the pro- 
ject is bilingual and she herself has made a video 
examining the lives of four women who have recov- 
ered from physical abuse a t  the  hands of their 
spouses. Her role will be that of a consultant, watch- 
ing what has been taped, making sure that the partici- 
pants are learning video skills while producing a piece 
that will be shown on the access channels. We hope 
that this will lead to the Coalition for Battered Women 
Advocates producing for the puhlic access channels. 
If this method is successful we feel it will inspire other 
organizations to see the impact of powerful commu- 
nity produced television for Manhattan. 

Another outreach effort is a request for proposals 
we held for CBOs not involved with puhlic access. 
This would give organizations $25,000 to set up train- 
ing workshops and access to equipment on a neigh- 
borhood level. We hope that the ten groups that we 
fund this year will plant the seeds for more extensive 
outreach efforts on a local level in the future. Places 
where people can find puhlic access in their neigh- 
borhood, something they have never been able to do 
before. Some of the more successful training pro- 
grams that respond to our Request For Proposals may 
be considered as future satellite access centers. As 
positive as these projects sound, some producers who 
have been on public access in Manhattan a long time 
view these attempts at outreach with great skepti- 
cism. One producer looked aghast when we explained 
out grant program to him. He complained that giving 
equipment and support to people who have never 
been on access before was very risky and a potential 
waste of money and resources. Another replied dis- 
dainfully that all this would result in was safe, 'socially 
engineered programming' and not an increase in 
diversity of community use of the  channels. 
Unfortunately in Manhattan eclectic programming 
has passed for diverse programming for far too long. 

We feel quite differently. We feel that these out- 
reach efforts will result in bringing puhlic access into 
areas of Manhattan that have never heard of it, seen it 
or known that they can he a part of it. And what's 
wrong with that. 

Victor Sanchez was born and raised in New York and 
is Director of Education and Outreach for the 
Manhattan Neighborhood Network. He can reached 
c/o MNN, 10th Floor, 110 East 23rd St., New York, NY 
10010. Telephone2121260-2670. 

CiTY A Local Alternative 
to Traditional Television 

By Laura Greenfield w hen people think about a 
government access channe 
they probably envision a local L-span, 

government meeting coverage and a fe 
talk shows promoting city services; but CityTV of Santa 
Monica is taking a radical departure from that model endeavoring to broaden that 
narrow approach to programming. Sure, CityTV covers City Council, Planning 
Commission and Rent Control Board, does a Current Affairs Magazine and a 
monthly issue-oriented call-in series; but there is also alternative programming 
designed to serve an underserved media audience. 

Santa Monica's unique cable channel strives to provide 'socially responsible TV 
by programming for seniors, children, the disabled community, and multicultural 
groups that are often neglected by the mainstream traditional media. Regular pro- 
grams also include daily arts and environmental specials. 

Another unique aspect of CityTV's philosophy is to feature productions created 
by independent producers. Some are hired on a freelance basis to create original 
works commissioned by CityTV, while others are selected for equipment access 
grants. CityTVowns Betacam SP field systems; an A-B roll314 Betacam edit system 
with a pro-Betacam SP edit deck, Duhner, Amiga Toaster and Multitrack audio; a 
three-camera remote truck; an automated camera system for meeting coverage; 
and off-line editing facilities. This high end professional equipment helps to 
attract many producers eager for the opportunity to produce their works. 
Equipment grant recipients are given free equipment access in exchange for non- 
exclusive rights to cablecast their programs on CityTV. The independent producer 
retains the copyright. 

All producers are encouraged to market their works and distribute them outside 
of CityTV as a way to generate revenue for the station, and to cover their own 
expenses. Even commissioned producers are encouraged to participate in distri- 
bution deals and are paid commissions for marketing their programs. 

In this manner the station has attracted a talented pool of 'indies' who are con- 
tinuing to raise the level of production at CityTV. CityTV has won more than 50 
awards for our outstanding programming since going on-the-air in December of 
1988, including the Hometown USA Video festival award for Overall Excellence in 
Government Access in 1992. 

CityTV could not have achieved this degree of success without the full support of 
the City of Santa Monica who recognized the potential of the media to do more 
than promote City services and serve the City's public relations needs. There are 
community needs served by CityTV that go beyond the scope of most access chan- 
nels which cater either to programmers' needs (governmental or educational insti- 
tutions) or users' needs (public access empowerment and freedom of speech). 
CityTVattempts to serve potential audience needs. 

Public access channels, because of their First Amendment commitment and pri- 
ority, cannot possibly consider viewers' needs as their primary objective. Of 
course, they can encourage viewers to also become users, and can strive for a wide 
diversity of viewpoints; empowering the local community to use the media as a 
tool of expression. Public access, by its very nature cannot guarantee that all audi- 
ences are served. Public access channels, due to their 'first come, first served' poli- 
cies contain programs of varying quality and professionalism. Government 
channels and other institutional 'access' channels differ in that programmers 

See A Local Alternative - page 13 



Access to 

The term "Government 

Access" was originally con- 

jured up in the context of 

developing the 1972 Federal 

Communications Commi* 

sion "Report and Order," 

which sought, among other 

things, to define minimal 

provisions for local projfram- 

mlng on cable systems. The 

Report established that the 

jurisdiction should have 

access to a channel(s) on 

the cable system for govern- 

mental programming. This 
was a functional definition 

at the time, and gave many 

of us a framework to 

develop municipal pmgram- 

mlng. 

I would submit that the 

"government access" con- 

cept has matured to take on 

a new, more meaningful defl- 

nItlon. The "access" in the 

term has more to do with the 

public's access to govern- 

ment than the government's 

access to a channel. It Is 

then, or should be, less a 

definition of who's in control 

of the channel than the fume 

timialKy of the programming 

'on it. A channel representing 

the government should be a 

means of communication 

between its residents, and 

the elected and appointed 

officials of public agencies 

at all levels of government. 

The Eyes and Ears of the Community 
- - - - -- -- 

At HOM-TV in Meridian Township, Michigan 
By Ben Stark 

H OM-TVChannel21 is the government access 
cable television station serving the Charter 
Township of Meridian, which is located 

about five miles from Lansing, Michigan. We have 
just moved into a new facility after seven years of 
using two small offices near a community meeting 
room as a base of operations. Our new area features 
an 800 square foot studio along with separate space 
for full-time staff and for videotape storage. 

The call letters of 'HOM-TV were designed to 
reflect the community which we serve and the local- 
programming philosophy we follow. This township 
has been identified for decades with the villages of 
Haslett and Okemos, with the governing municipality 
historically taking a low profile. Years ago, residents 
would say they live in Haslett or Okemos, rather than 
Meridian Township. Hence the 'H', 'O', and the 'M', 
pronounced as 'HOME-TEE-VEE' to underline our 
priority for local ('home-grown') programs. Part of 
our programming policy stipulates that programming 
of a non-local origin is to be cablecast by special 
exception only, and only when packaged with local 
segments at the beginning and end of the segment. 
We attempt to allow our video production equipment 
to become the 'eyes and ears' for the community 
through our programming. An example of this philos- 
ophy is the inclusion of 'reaction shots' in Township 
meeting coverage. We know that 93 percent of com- 
munication content is non-verbal, and we try to let 
our viewers follow these messages by showing more 
than just the primary speaker during meetings. 

HOM-TV presents live coverage of about 80 local 
governmental meetings per year, averaging about 2- 
112 hours each. Live meetings are normally followed 
by a "post-meeting report" which includes a brief 
summary of actions and a short interview with a 
board of commission member. Meeting coverage is 
produced on  314 inch videotape with three Sony 
DXC-3000 cameras and a ChyronVP-2 for graphics. 

HOM-TV produced extensive coverage of the 1992 
elections in Meridian Township. All seven positions 
of the Township Board and all six positions of the 
Township Park Commission were decided, first at the 
Primary Election in August, and finally at the General 
Election in November. All Township candidates were 
invited to participate in our coverage, along with sev- 
eral from the county and state levels, and a few can- 
didates for U.S. Congress. The result was the  
'Campaign 92' series, which included 89 different 
programs related to the 1992 elections. Sixty-seven of 
these were half-hour interviews with candidates run- 
ning for various offices. There were also nine hour- 
long call-in shows with candidates andsix candidate 
forums and debates. The programs were played with 
high frequency during the weeks immediately pre- 

election for a total 

township candidates participated in the series. 
HOM-TV also produced 13 hours of live coverage on 
Election nights in August and November. 

We also produce a wide range of other programming 
on a weekly basis, including 'Meridian Magazine', a 
half-hour magazine format news show. This program 
presents a variety of subjects, such as community edu- 
cation updates, coverage of amateur and professional 
sports, and extensive reporting on local government 
issues and actions. We also produce an hour-long call- 
in show called 'Open Line'. This program features offi- 
cials from the township, County and State levels on a 
regular basis, but has also included local residents dis- 
cussing neighborhood issues. Most recently, we 
invited residents from the adjoining community to 
talk about a proposal to 'detach' a portion of their city 
to become part of Meridian Township. We also focus 
on residents who have lived in the area for 25 years or 
more on the Reflections series. This program is hosted 
by local residents. 

Other examples of community programming on 
HOM-TVinclude the Meridian Art Gallery, which fea- 
tures computer-artwork created by a local artist on 
an Amiga 2000. This is displayed as part of our video 
bulletin board. Community Connections is hosted by 
local residents who interview other residents on top- 
ics ranging from neighborhood watch to health sym- 
posiums to school funding. We also offer a n  
'Editorial' program, in which residents may speak on 
any topic of their choosing on a weekly basis. 

Programs in the past have included topics which 
have been viewed by some as coming from the "&a- 
ditional domain" of public access or educational 
access. These have included a series featuring out- 
standing students from the area high schools, a High 
School Game of the Week series, a series profiling 
local business people and their township businesses, 
and a travel show hosted and produced by local resi- 
dents. All of these programs were produced with the 
intent to enhance our program schedule and fill the 
unmet television needs of the community. (In recent 
years, the local schools have increased their empha- 
sis on educational access channels, so  we have 
decreased our emphasis on school programs.) 

I have been told that we have an 'interesting mar- 
riage' between government access and public access 
programming. We are responsihle first and foremost 
to provide coverage of governmental issues and 
activities. We view the township as a whole entity to 
which we are responsible for serving. To the extent 
that our production capabilities exceed the needs of 



the local government officials, we expand our pro- 
gramming to more completely meet the needs of the 
community for access television of various forms. It is 
our goal in doing this to fill the 'gaps' which exist in 
the local television programming scene. It is our hope 
that the existence of such programs on our channel 
will help to stimulate positive growth of programming 
on other channels. 

HOM-TV is staffed by three full-time professionals 
with support from a township department secretary. 
The vast majority of the production work on all of our 
programs is performed by student interns from 
Michigan State University, which has one of the lead- 
ing Telecommunications Departments in the nation. 
HOM-TV Interns begin on a non-paid basis, usually 
with little or no prior experience. The Interns run 
cameras, report, write, edit, and direct on most of our 
regular programs. Full-time staff typically direct or 
edit only on special programs. Community volunteers 
have been accepted to serve as host and producer on 
short interview segments for Meridian Magazine and 
exclusively for the Reflections series. 

We have been fortunate to experience a steady hud- 
getary increase over the past decade. The 1983 budget 
was less than $50,000. Refranchising in 1988 increased 
our franchise fee from 3 to 5 percent and the budget 
climbed to around $100,000. Population growth in the 
township and price increases by the cable company 
have brought our 1993 budget to around $170,000. 
These factors are meaningful because of a township 
ordinance restricting franchise fees specifically to cable 
television use. Historically the franchise fee directly 
determines our annual hudget. 

It has proven to he challenging over the years to 
provide information to the viewing puhlic about their 
government and their community from the head- 
quarters of what is at times a very hot political envi- 
ronment. There has been pressure to  influence 
programming decisions exerted behind the scenes by 
individuals seeking to control the flow of communica- 
tion on this puhlic channel, hut the major threats to 
the integrity of HOM-TV programming have been 
averted. We head into the mid-90s with high hopes of 
exceeding all previous accomplishments with little or 
no political complications. 

Ben Stark has been the Cable Coordinator of 
Meridian Township since 1984. He may be reached at 
HOM-TV, 5151 Marsh Road, Okemos, MI 48864. 
Telephone 5171349.1232. He is very fortunate to have 
Amy LeahyandDianeLindquistas his assistants. 

4 Local Alternative 
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maintain quality control and serve as 'curators' 
for their programs and local production efforts. 
The downside of controlling programming con- 
tent is that this can lead to the offering of unhal- 
anced opinions or a lack of controversial views on 
government channels. In general at a municipal 
channel like CityTV, this is kept in check by the 
citizens of the city itself who influence how public 
funds are used to operate the channel. If a pro- 
gram is too controversial at CityTV, for example, it 
can certainly still find a place on a public access 
channel. 

One of the ways that CityTV has supported this 
number of high quality programs with a relatively 
small staff is by offering a television training pro- 
gram for community volunteers. These volunteers 
work under the guidance of professional indepen- 
dent producers. CityTV has a 'full time equivalent' 
staff of 6.5 people including administrative staff. 
Intern trainees are given opportunities to learn all 
the technical aspects of field production, shoot- 
ing, lighting, audio and in some cases editing. 
Interns are also encouraged to produce public ser- 
vice announcements, or short fillers prior to 
undertaking full length documentary production. 
Many of the CityTV paid staff and independent 
producers were hired from our pool of production 
volunteers. 

CityTV is always recruiting new volunteers, 
soliciting project proposals from independent 
documentary producers, and looking for high 
quality programming to showcase our channel. 
This unique government access channel is very 
active in establishing program exchanges with 
other communities and is considering offering 
their programming via satellite if there is inter- 
estlfunding from other communities. 

Laura Greenfield founded CityTVand has been 
Cable TVManager for Santa Monica since 1987. 
Prior to that, she was Station Manager for the 
Government Television Channel (GTC3) in 
Columbus, Ohio, and has been on the staff at two 
PBS stations, and the faculty of Ohio University. 
She can be reached at (310) 458-8590, CiqTVof 
SantaMonica, 1685Main Street, SantaMonica, CA 
90401. 

Government Special Interest Group (SIG) 

This past year, the Alliance's Government SIG has focused on three objectives. First, it has developed a 

base membership list of those who have demonstrated an interest in Government Access issues and activl- 

ties. Second, the coordinating committee has represented Government Access in the selection of work- 

shops and speakers for the national convention in Atlanta. Finally, a survey of Government Access 

operations has been initiated, and will be distributed (If possible) in Atlanta. Want to join us? In Atlanta, 

look for persons with "red tape" on their name tags or attend our annual meeting. Or, for more informa- 

tion. wntact Bob Hardy, 410 E. Washington St., Iowa City, IA 52240. Telephone 319/356-5047. 

NATOA 

The National Association of 

Telewmmunications Officers 

and Advisors (NATOA) is an 

afiliate of the National 

League of Cities. With 

national membership 

approaching 500 individuals 

and agencies representing a 

broad cross section of 

telecommunications planners, 

administrators, regulators, 

and programmers, NATOA has 

become a central organiza- 

tion for municipalities and 

county governments nation- 

wide. Member services 

include a quarterly newsletter 

distributed from the national 

office packed full of ideas 

and Information about tech 

nology, telecommunications 

policies and planning, a 

monthly newsletter highlight- 

ing up-to-date news and actlv- 

ities, and access to a 

professional network of indi. 

viduals charting the telewm 

municatlons future of 

municipal and county govern- 

melts. NATOA's programming 

committee is comprised of 

more than 40 members with 

strong interests in govern- 

ment access programming. 

The programming committee 

is cureently compiling data 

from its 1992 government 

access production and pro- 

gramming survey. For more 

information about NATOA or 

the programming committee 

contact John Risk, 

Programming Chair, 

Communications Support 

Group, Inc., PO Box 10968, 

Santa Ana, CA 92711. 

Telephone 714/836-6280. For 

a copy of the 1992 survey 

remits contact Renee Winsky 

at 202/826-3180. 
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Educational Access to Excellence 
Access (SIG) 

Members of the E d d i o n  

Access SIG form a network to 

communicate Infonnatlon, inlth 

ate shared activities, and pro- 

mote Interests within and 

outside of the Alliance far 

Community Media. Same SIC 

interests include: training and 

woridng wtth students, educif 

tlonal programming, me of 

1-Nets, programming far i d a s s  

viewing, two way video d a ~ -  

m J electronic class. 

mi. All Alliance for 

Community Media members am 
eligible to be members of the 

Education Acceo SIG. For 
mom Information contad Alice 

French, SIQ Coordinator at 

806/7051212. 

An educational access channel 

is important because it provides 

local Â¥chaol with a direct link 

to their communtttes. lt is the 

only channel on the sylitem that 

our schools control at the local 

level. Isme and events that are 

Important In this community are 

shared with and discussed by 

people who live and work In this 

community. Local sd~oole 

should be actively involved In 

programming the educational 

access channel to serve their 

communication needs. The chan- 

nel can be wed to show viewers 

what's happening In the local 

schools, to discuss cumant 

Issues and prob terns, to cete- 
brate success stories, and even 

to ash for input from the cornmu. 

ntty (for two-way communica- 

tlon). The channel can also 

provide m d d f a d i i e  means of 

getklng Information out to the 

public, and of providing some 

coursework that can't be 

offered to students in more tra- 
dltl-I ways. 

-Hxtle Milter, Educational 

CoonfiiMtOf, Northed? Dakota 

County Cabk Commiinlcatlims 

The Germantown, Tennessee Experience 
By Frank Bluestein 

I n 1980, German- 
town, Tennessee, an 
upscale residential 

community located out- 
side Memphis, began 
the process of awarding 
a cable franchise to one 
of nine applicants seek- 
ing to serve the city's 
needs. As was common 
in those days, the com- 
petition among the  
firms was fierce. Each 
cable company put a di 
posal; however, the oni 

?nt twist on their pro- 
it seemed to gain the 

ffen 
? th; 

most attention came from a little known cahle 
concern from Georgia, Dowden Communications, 
Inc. 

Their bid was unique in two ways. First, it had a 
30 percent ownership share divided among six of 
the city's community leaders. Secondly, the  
Dowden proposal contained a plan to house the 
local origination studio for the cable company in 
the area high school. The school would be respon- 
sible for producing the cable company's local orig- 
ination programming. In return, the school would 
receive studio equipment, - 
a yearly supply bum 
get, and staff suppi 
to maintain the program. 

A separate public access studic 
tained at the cable headquarters. 

School officials immediately recognized the 
potential in this proposal and actively involved 
themselves in championing the benefits of the 
Dowden plan to the community. Students and 
teachers attended meetings, educated themselves 
and others on the merits of the idea, and lobbied 
city officials. The battle came down to local owner- 
ship and the school versus the bigger cable outfits. 
After several grueling city council meetings, the 
Board of Mayor and Alderman, narrowly voted 3-2 
to award the franchise to the Dowden Company. 
Despite a recall vote and outcries from the losing 
applicants, the Board held firm and a 54 channel, 
400 megahertz cable system was up and running 
by 1982, 

Local school officials were elated over the 
prospect of receiving television technology. They 
agreed to donate a little used electronics lab in the 
vocational wing of the school for studio space. The 
cable company offered to renovate the area and 
supplement the salary of the theater and commu- 
nications instructor at the school so that he would 
serve as programming director for the system. In 

June of 1982, consul- 
tants from the  
University of Georgia 
installed the $100,000 
worth of equipment and 
helped train the young 
crew of  teachers and 
students. 

Under the direction 
of the school's commu- 
nications teacher (who 
was also now the cable 
company's program- 
ming director) the stu- 

dents  began to  establish one  of the most 
comprehensive television production facilities in 
the region. The studio proudly adopted the call let- 
ters GHS-TV and within a year was producing a 
wide range of shows for community viewing. A 
weekly news show, Germantown News and Views, 
featured four anchors, eight packaged segments, 
and covered local news, sports, the arts, and 
school events. Crosstalk, a weekly interview show, 
highlighted community leaders and issues. Cable 
Quiz, a student game show, Comedy Break, an 
original series of humorous student material, and 
Red Devil Weekly, a sports information show - rounded out the in-studio schedule. 

Remote coverage ofshe weekly foot- 
ball and basketball games were cahle- 

ast live complete with anchors, color 
imentators, field reporters, packaged inserts, 

and instant replay. Special productions included 
live election night coverage, guest speeches and 
forums, coverage of community arts, crafts, and 
sporting events. 

Another feature of the proposal called for a sum- 
mer student intern program that would pay to 
train young people at the high school to further 
develop their video skills. This afforded the stu- 
dents the opportunity to train for leadership posi- 
tions in their senior year. A student  general 
manager, production coordinator, tape librarian, 
programming director, and promotions coordina- 
tor were all coveted positions that the students 
vied for. 

The studio became so successful that by 1985 the 
City of Germantown asked the school to consider 
assuming the responsibility for the public access 
studio. Despite several attempts to generate inter- 
est in public access, the community seemed unin- 
terested. There were several individuals with 
programming ideas but few with any practical tele- 
vision expertise. The solution seemed obvious - 
give the school the public access studio equip- 
ment, let the students crew the shows, and have 



the community citizens produce and host their 
own programs. Thus was horn the Access Together 
Project. Within a year, six community produced 
programs sprang into existence with topics as var- 
ied as storytelling, medical advice, and fashions of 
the season. In order to help the school assume the 
additional burdens and cost for this program, the 
city government agreed to return a portion of the 
yearly franchise fee back to the school in the form 
of major equipment purchases amounting to 
nearly $50,000 a year. In this way, the studio could 
grow as the needs of the community increased. 
Through the Access Together Project, everyone in 
the city became a part 
of the cable access cen- 
ter. 

As part of the Access 
Together Project, the 
Germantown CATV 
Commission recom- 
mended to the city that 
all of the  access and 
local origination pro- 
grams be consolidated 
over one channel, GHS- 
TV. The weekly govem- 
ment meetings, which 

through their effort. Thirteen first place 
Hometown Video USA awards, an Ace nomination, 
the Rockefeller Brothers' Fund Arts in Education 
Award, as well as countless state and local cita- 
tions, make this cable access facility one of the 
most unique in the country. 

Today, GHS-TV serves as a model program that 
continues to produce original programming, 
inform the citizenry, and educate young people 
interested in telecommunications careers. The 
partnership that has been created between gov- 
ernment, business, and education has made a sig- 
nificant difference in the lives of the entire 

" 

the students were hired to televise, were now 
switched to the school channel. At almost the same 
time, the cable operation was sold to the company 
who operated several of the adjacent suburban 
communities. Once the headends were consoli- 
dated, GHS-TV began cablecasting to subscribers 
in two additional areas of the county. Recognizing 
the unique opportunity that now existed at the 
school, the new owners pledged to upgrade the 
school facility and to provide automatic insertion 
equipment to allow for a constant and consistent 
format. The station began programming over 14 
hours a day, much of which was locally produced. 
The cable company and the school system also 
agreed to share the cost of a full time engineer. By 
1986, the Germantown community could boast 
that it had its own television station. 

Over the years the studio has grown significantly. 
Last year, a daily 15-minute morning news show 
was added to the  schedule, titled Wake Up 
Germantown!. By June of 1992 it became apparent 
that the increased activity over the years necessi- 
tated a major expansion and renovation of the 
facility. Just this past month, government, school, 
and cable company officials presided over a dedi- 
cation ceremony for what is now a two million dol- 
lar facility. In attendance at the ceremony were all 
of the major political, educational, and corporate 
figures who now had an ownership share in the 
studio. Also included were former graduates of the 
school's television program. Many have gone into 
highly successful careers in television, film, and 
broadcast journalism. The studio itself is bedecked 
with awards and honors that  were achieved 

Germantown commu- 
nity. 

In only 10 short 
years, GHS-TV has 
evolved from a small 
educational access facil- 
ity into a community 
oriented "no labels 
attached" access center. 
In many ways it defies 
categorization. It is stu- 
dent  run, it produces 
local origination pro- 
crammine. it utilizes " ". 

community volunteers, and it receives funding 
from a wide variety of sources including local gov- 
ernment, school, and cable. For the Germantown 
public, the station serves as an information center, 
a vehicle for self-expression, and as a resource for 
increasing community awareness about issues that 
confront the city. For the students, GHS-TV not 
only affords an opportunity to receive hands on 
video training hut also provides them with aca- 
demic credit and their own school television chan- 
nel. Most importantly, the students begin to  
develop leadership and organizational skills which 
in turn help them to acquire a higher degree of self 
confidence and self-esteem. The cable company 
accrues tremendous goodwill and loyalty, not to 
mention the fact that they have all of their access 
and local origination needs handled in a profes- 
sional manner by an off-site staff and studio. 
Finally, the City of Germantown has a one-of-a- 
kind facility that is providing all segments of the 
community with an all-in-one cable access chan- 
nel that works. Who could ask for more? It is a win- 
win-win situation for everyone involved. One day 
this type of facility may be more commonplace in 
other communities. Until that time, Germantown 
is proud to serve as a pacesetter and innovator in 
the field of access programming. 

Frank Bluestein is Chairman of the Fine Arts 
Department a t  Germantown High School i n  
German-town, Tennessee. He serves as executive 
director for the school's million dollar educational 
television access facility, GHS-TV. He can be 
reached at 9011755- 7775. 

nÃ 1993 Diroetory & Resource 

M d e  to Educational Access, 

lists 54 Educational Access 

organization* with useful Infor- 

mation about programming, 

staffing, budgeting, and training 

at each. To order, contact Alice 

French, 806/766-1212. 

Cable In The Classroom, a mag- 

azine designed to help teachers 

use educational television as 

an active teaching tool. List* 

broadcast and cable programs 

by subject area and profiles 

teachers and media specialists 

using television creatively. Also 

includes special sections on 

student video productions, 

media literacy, and educational 

techniques. For subscription 

call 800/3434)728 or write 141 

Portland St. Suite 8100, 

Cambridge, Man, 02139. 

Video ami teaming, a iwwslet- 

ter by and for video educators 

published by Educational Video 

Center. For information contact 

N C  at 60 E. 13th St., 4th Floor. 

NY, NY 10003.212/254 2848. 

Media and Methods, a b I  

monthly magazine published by 

the American Society of 

Educators. Especially good for 

those Interested in hardware 

and new media. For information 

contact 1429 Walnut Street, 

Philadelphia, PA 19102. 

visual Messages: Intagrating 

Imagery into Instruction by D. 

Considine & G. Haley. A text 

designed for a variety of class- 

room applications. Rich in 

visual illustration and practical 

classroom applications. 

Available from Libraries 

Unlimited, PO6 3988, 

Englewood, CO 801553988. 

Telephone 303/7704220. 



media education in the United States, 

Resources 

Strateeies for Medla Literacy, Inc. is a 

non-~rofit organization that promotes 

beginning In early elementary school. The 

organization conducts teacher workshops, 

publishes media education materials and 

serves as a center of support and collegial- 

ity for teachers of medla. The Strategies 

Newsletter is published quarterly. 

SML, INC. 

Suite 410 

1095 Market Street 

San Franclfco, California 94103 

415/621.2911 

Access in a Digital Age 
As the world moves/rom analog to digital, it becomes 
-- - - - -- 

increasingly apparent that access to information is 

Media Focus Is published four times a 

year by The Centre for Literacy, Inc. in 

Montreal. The Center is a resource centre 

and teacher-tralnlng protect designed to 

provide linking, training, research and infor- 

mation services that support and promote 

the advancement of literacy in the schools, 

the workplace, and the community. The 

Centre offers seminars and workshops, 

maintains an extensive collection of books 

and materials, and publishes the newslet- 

ter, Literacy Across the Curriculum. 

The Centre for Literacy, Inc. 

3040 Sherbrooke Street, Weft 

Montreal, Qc, Canada 

H3Z 1A4 

The Center for Media am* Values pub- 

lishes Media & Values, a magazine for 

teachers and community-based group lead- 

ers which includes a media literacy work- 

shop kit. ' 

Center for Media and Values 

1962 E. Shenandoah 

Los Angeles, CA 90034 310/202-1936 

The Media Literacy Clearinghouse and 

Center is a place where medla educators 

and proponents can network and find sup- 

port to help teach and integrate medla llter- 

acy concepts into the classroom. The MLCC 

assists educators in developing media liter 

acy teaching strategies and establishing 

collaborative efforts within the field. 

MLCC 

120 E. Wilson Street 

Madison, Wl53703 608/257-7712 

- - - - - -- 

only the first plateau of human communication. 
By Kathleen Tyner 

0 ne prevailing argument for access efforts is that knowledge is power. Certainly no one 
could maintain that a lack of information serves the needs of people in complex soci- 
ety, but the conventional wisdom about the relationship between knowledge and 

power deserves to be revisited if people are to access and create information they need to 
make informed decisions in a democratic, technological society. Digital technologies, in par- 
ticular, call into question the popular notion that information is a finite commodity and that 
those who disseminate information are more powerful than those who receive it. 

Access to media is not at all powerful if audiences cannot make sense of the information 
they receive. As the world moves from analog to digital, it becomes increasingly apparent that 
access to information - and to the channels that control its flow - is only the first plateau of 
human communication. Media literacy, the ability to access, analyze, evaluate and produce 
communication in a variety of forms, is the next step. 

Without media literacy, the potential of digital communication is a case of too much of a 
good thing. In a digital world, images, texts, and sounds collapse into a 'bit stream' of raw 
data. Cable and broadcast channels are mere tributaries in the digital flow. The Internet 'net- 
work of networks' is a roaring river. Mass media models that produce information 'by the few 
for the many' are becoming quaint anachronisms, replaced by news, entertainment and 
advertising by the many for the many. Citizens are left to son through the flotsam and jetsam 
of this digital tsunami and to select the information most useful to their circumstances. 

If literacy is the cornerstone of a democratic society, then it is imperative that the definition 
of literacy be extended to include electronic as well as printed information so that an active, 
informed citizenry can make the decisions necessary to keep democracy alive in these times 
of great social upheaval. In fact, media literacy is not so different from print literacy. Its goals 
are the same. Media literacy is an active and demanding literacy that involves more than 
being able to make sense of a TV story between the commercial breaks. Media literacy 
requires the 'reader' to think independently, to question and to reflect on answers. Media lit- 
eracy is an ideal that constantly negotiates tension between knowledge and power - between 
power and justice. 

It is taught in most developed countries in the world - except the United States. In North 
America, it is mandated in secondary education in Ontario and the experiences of interna- 
tional media educators offer strategies for the implementation of media literacy education in 
the United States. 

Because it is centered in critical thinking and teaching, there is no set formula for teaching 
media literacy, but there are certain concepts that media educators have found useful. The 
foremost concept is that all media are constructions. According to media educators around 
the world, media are not 'windows on the world,' or 'mirrors of society,' but carefully manu- 

~~ ~ ~~ 

See Access In a Digital Age - page 24 

Media Literacy 

While there is an on-going debate about the Precise components of media literacy, the 

internationally recognized definition is the ability to access, analyze, evaluate and produce 

communication in a variety of forms. Medla education refers to teachlng about media when 

you teach with media - teaching students to think critically about all media information, 

from textbooks to television. Critical viewing to a term often used to define questioning 

techniques used in media education when teaching with and about television and film. 

Basically, critical viewing means to be an active viewer: to think about what you're watching 

and where It came from while you glean the Information it presents. It stresses knowledge- 

able use of television rather than blind acceptance or militant distrust of it. 

-adapted with permission from Cable in  the Classroom 



Beyond the "Night of the Broadcast Clones" 
- 

Visions of Empowerment, Media 
Literacy and Demystif icat ion 

"They explained to me that this new television that 
they weregoing to create, and were busy creating, was, 
as they said, a voice for the voiceless. And those words 
are so much worth remembering. I would say that we 
have achieved some success, but reaching the voiceless 
has to bea purpose of this movement and a purpose of 
the people who are in it." 

-Ralph Lee Smith 

By John W. Hlggins 

I n the August 1991 issue of CTR I discussed some 
issues close to the hearts of many public access 
and media literacy advocates: In what way is 

visual representation related to the politics of culture 
and power? Are there training methods by which we 
can encourage new models of visual representation 
to match the exploratory content of public access 
programs? In short, how can community television 
escape from the "Broadcast Clones" syndrome: 
where access programs merely mimic the form of 
broadcast television, and therefore end up reproduc- 
ing the same tired power relations found in main- 
stream television? 

This article continues that discussion by focusing 
on the specifics of the vision of public access, and the 
point at which that vision moves into implementa- 
tion: training. At this time I am conducting a study 
that investigates whether or not the vision actually 
does what it says: help citizens empower themselves 
through video training.] While the results are not yet 
complete, the inquiry has led through an interesting 
maze of intersecting ideas that community television 
and visual literacy proponents may find interesting. 

Empowerment: What i s  i t?  As part of this 
study, I've recently sifted through 25 years of litera- 
ture related to public access, produced by the alter- 
native video movement, scholars, cable companies, 
government agencies, and research think tanks. In 
two and a half decades, all of these sources have 
talked about something called "empowerment," hut 
very few have defined it. No one has really studied 
systematically whether such a thing as "empower- 
ment" is a consequence of participation in the pro- 
duction of public access programs. 

Granted, there is anecdotal evidence that some- 
thing is going on that "looks like" something that 
may be empowerment.2 However, if public access to 
video communication is to survive and flourish, it 
will be necessary to provide policy makers with more 
specific documentation of its uses and benefits.3 

So what is the empowerment that is proposed by 
public access? In most of the public access literature, 
you have to read between the lines. And this sort of 
reading is much easier when the "vision thing" is put 
into a historical context. 

The Vision of Public Access. In the late 1960s 
and early 70s, an old idea - that some social injus- 
tices might be addressed by technology - was @veu 
a new focus: portable video. The idea went like this: 
With the new portable video equipment for program 
creation, and the emerging broadband cable televi- 
sion for a distribution system, the inequities of a 
monopoly controlled broadcast media system would 
begin to be addressed. Everyday people would have 
their voices heard through the electronic media, and 
others would he able to hear the rich diversity of per- 
spectives their neighbors had to offer.4 

The "diversity of ideas" that was to be encouraged 
by public access also involved other utopian visions - 
in particular, that of individual and group empower- 
ment. In this vision, empowerment meant becoming 
aware of one's self, others, and society, and after one 
had a "voice," actively working to influence society.5 

This empowerment was to take place, in part, 
through video production training. Learning to cre- 
ate television programs would demystify the media 
as individuals became aware of media structure and 
influence. Participating in the production of televi- 
sion programs would lead to a "visual literacy" as 
individuals learned how to "read" and "write" media 
codes. These skills would allow persons not only to 
become more discriminating viewers, but would also 
allow them to actively speak out in the media and 
shape their social world. Thus, they would discover 
their own "voice." 

This vision of empowerment through puhlic access 
video training was shared by practitioners, aca- 
demics, and others. It is a vision widely accepted 
today - to the point that its assumptions are often 
considered sacrosanct, unquestioned within the 
movement itself.6 

Empowerment Defined. The underlying con- 
cepts of the puhlic access vision of empowerment 
have much in common with the areas of visual liter- 
acy, media education, and critical pedagogy. In par- 
ticular, the media education and critical pedagogy 
literatures 1) more fully describe "empowerment," 2) 
delineate the ingredients of empowerment within a 
video training context, and 3) suggest a direction for 
training methods which might help advance the con- 
cept of empowerment.7 

Based on the contributions from these sources, I 
have defined empowerment as similar to Brazilian 
educator Paulo Freire's "praxis": practice and reflec- 
tion. Empowerment, therefore, consists of aware- 
ness. self-reflection, and action. This awareness 
includes a recognition of one's self, others, and soci- 
ety, and the power relationships involved within each 

~ ~ 
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and as they intersect. Through self-reflection, a per- 
son sees how these relationships affect him or her. 
Recognition then leads to individual and/or group 
action to influence the personal and social realms. 

ingredients of Empowerment Through 
Video. That's the vision of empowerment that 
emerges from the public access, media education, 
and critical pedagogy literatures. Within a video pro- 
duction environment, the concept becomes a bit 
more concrete. The definition suggests that a trainee 
or producer is aware of mainstream and alternative 
approaches to the following elements: 

Â the technical elements involved in program con- 
struction, [e.g., audio, lighting, editing, etc.); 

Â the symbolic codes that are behind this program 
construction [e.g., a close up conveys the idea of talk- 
ing face-to-face with someone); 
Â the values and beliefs these codes represent 

(e.g., talking close enough to stare into someone's 
eyes is socially acceptable); 

Â media structure, including ownership, eco- 
nomics, program distribution, and the organization 
of the production team [e.g., using a traditional top- 
down organizational model for the production 
group); 

>Â¥th influence of media on society, and society on 
media [e.g., the impact of advertising and capital- 
ism). 

The definition of empowerment also suggests that, 
in addition to these cognitive elements, a trainee or 
producer should be able to recognize that all of these 
elements are human constructions and can he 
changed. Here is where the question of self-reflectiv- 
ity enters: the empowered producer is seen as some- 
one who also is able to position himself or herself in 
relation to the above elements. 

For example: Does the producer choose to repro- 
duce the traditional means of video representation 
by consciously using established norms of video pro- 
duction? These rules sometimes reflect traditional 
values toward women, expressed symbolically. 
Where does she place herself with regard to these val- 
ues? Does recognizing these rules and the values 
behind them, as well as her own relationship to the 
mles and values, lead her to lobby to change them in 
her video program? In her daily life? In short, does 
the process and content learned from working with 
video equipment carry over into other aspects of the 
trainee's life? 

This is the construction of empowerment that I am 
working with in this study. It is worth noting that 
empowerment is not something that can be given to 
another person; empowerment is a condition that 
originates from within the self. In other words, no 
one gives you a voice; instead, you find your own 
voice. 

Mechanics of the Project. Basically, I'm hves- 
tigating whether or not community producers have a 
perception of the video production experience which 

is similar to the definition of empowerment described 
prior, or another of their own construction. 

For this study, I am talking yith community pro- 
ducers in structured, open-ended individual and 
qoup interviews. The research methods are based on 
the concept that humans generally seek information 
when they encounter an obstacle, or gap, of some 
kind that blocks their life path. To bridge that gap, 
people move from their path and seek information, 
methods, and new approaches that they find helpful. 
Once the gap is bridged, the individual generally 
returns to his or her now-changed life path.8 

This theory, called "Sense-Making," directs that 
any investigation of information use within commu- 
nity television must be oriented from the point of 
view of the user (i.e., the community producer), and 
not from the perspective of an outside observer (i.e., 
the researcher or access center staff). Sense-Making 
interviews allow the community producer to con- 
struct a personal universe, and to interpret that uni- 
verse for the researcher. Ultimately then, questions 
of empowerment will be decided by those being 
interviewed: the community producers. 

The results of this study should begin to emerge in 
the fall of 1993. The results will be specific to the pro- 
ducers interviewed, and not generalizable to the 
entire national community of public access volunteer 
producers. Nonetheless, the study will provide the 
community television movement with significant 
data that will help evaluate claims of empowerment, 
media demystification, and visual literacy that have 
circulated for over two decades. 

I expect that this study will also illuminate issues 
related to empowerment. For example, those public 
access training methods which encourage a sense of 
empowerment will probably emerge. Issues worth 
studying in the future will also become evident, such 
as: Do access center management and staff, particu- 
larly trainers, buy into the empowerment vision of 
public access? Do training programs consciously 
reflect this value of empowerment? Do viewers of 
public access programs experience something 
related to empowerment? 

Praxis: Practice and Reflection. These and 
other questions point to the desirability of forging 
deeper bonds between the communities of public 
access practitioners, and scholars and researchers 
operating in the area of practice-based theory. 
Indeed, it was such a coalition of divergent groups 
that helped public access to cable television get its 
start in thelate 1960s. 

It is appropriate at this time for both parties to step 
back from the experiences of the past two and a half 
decades and evaluate the progress in implementing 
the public access vision of empowerment. Anecdotal 
evidence from within the access environment indi- 
cates that something resembling empowerment is 
taking place there; theories and methods from the 
academic arena assert that this empowerment is 
detectable within the confines of a research study. It 
seems to be a natural alliance, with the interaction 



between practitioner and academic enriching the  
lives and work of both. 

Realistically, however,  working toge the r  will  
require a stretch for both factions, given that one is 
oriented primarily toward action, the other toward 
reflection. Having operated within both camps, I a m  
familiar with the stereotypes held at times by each, as 
well as the individuals who help give the stereotypes 
s u c h  credibil i ty.  But  i t  is  t h e  u n i o n  of t h e  two  
a p p r o a c h e s  t h a t  Fre i re  had i n  m i n d  w h e n  h e  
described praxis as "the action and reflection of men 
[sic] upon their world in order to transformit." 

This transformation of the  world was the  vision 
behind the  emergence of public access television. 
The vision holds that empowerment can be nurtured, 
i n  part, through media literacy and  demystification. 
It is this goal of social transformation that continues 
to lie behind the words, "avoice for the voiceless." 

John H i a i m  is completing his dissertation in the 
Department of Communications a t  Ohio State 
University and can be reached at 137 112 W. Hubbard 
Are., Columbus, Ohio. 43215. Telephone 6141294- 
3109. 

Notes 

1 This study is part of my doctoral dissertation, currently in 
progress. The sources cited in this article are only a sample 
listing of references. I am grateful for the many contribu- 
tions and insights provided by Brenda Dervin of the 
Department of Communication at Ohio State University. 

2 An illustration of this is provided by stories relayed in the 
"Access =Diversity1' issue of CTR (September1 October 
1992). 

3 An examole of data collected in the area of audience and 

Within Media Education, authors of note include 
Buckingham (1990), Masterman (19891, and Sholle and 
Denski (1993). 

Critical oedaeom is concerned with the content and oro- . .. . .. 
ic-ii of luachini; dnd If-arning. IT 15 founded primad" on the 
wutks of Paulo Ftcire 1985 ttrninr in 1971, l iwm conin. - 
butions have come from Giroux (1992) and McLaren (1989). 

8 This is arough sketch of Dervin's Sense-Making (1989). 
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Best of the Northwest Festival 
Brings Out the Best in Access 

The Northwest Region I Today, following three years of massive intervention 
of the Alliance for and therapy, he shows few visible traces of the neuro- 
Community Media added logical disorder. A remarkable videotape made by his 
the following categories father, Howard Davis, and shown on public access tele- 

- 
No More 

I By Paula Manley and Carol Burns 

to Its annual But of the 

Northwest Festival: 

Broadcast 
Clones 

Â¥Empowermen 
A program that exem- 

pries how public access 

empowers people to 

speak for themselves 

through the medium of 

television. 

w hen Benjamin Davis was three years old he 
was diagnosed with the most severe case of 
autism out of 400 children in his age group. 

Â¥Communit 

lmolvement 

A program that helped 

bring people together In 
a community or cultural 

group; a program that 
documents community 

events and celebrations; 

or a large scale produc- 

tion Involving many corn 

munity access 

volunteers. 

Â¥Program That 

Make a Difference 

A program created in 

connection with an orga- 

nized effort to achieve a 

specific social, political 

or community goal. 

m a n  Understanding 

Programs about local 

people with interesting 

stories or valuable 

insights; a sharing of 

common or uncommon 

life experiences; pro- 

grains that encourage an 

appreciation of the 

m a n  diversity that 

makes our communities 

unique. 

vision in Portland, Oregon, dramatically shows 
Benjamin's descent into autism and his recovery. 

The tape, And Still Climbing, which relies heavily on 
homevideo footage, was honored with an award in the 
1993 Best of the Northwest Video Festival. The annual 
festival is sponsored by the Northwest Region of the 
Alliance for Community Media. 

Benjamin and his dad were both on hand at the Best 
of the Northwest Awards Ceremony held in April in 
Yakima, Washington. Before an enthusiastic audience 
of 100 people, Howard Davis gave a moving account of 
making the tape and his son's struggle with autism. 
When it was his turn at the microphone, Benjamin, who 
is now an articulate six year old, stole the show: "Thank 
you for helping my dad tell my sto ry...." he said. 

Although And Still Climbingdoesn't look much like a 
"typical" documentary, it has proven to be a uniquely 
valuable project with many positive impacts. According 
to Howard Davis, a minister of the Worldwide Church 
of God, the tape has assisted families with autistic chil- 
dren who often feel isolated and unable to cope. 
"Parents who have seen it have repeatedly told me 'It 
validated my whole experience,'" he says. And Still 
Climbinghas also proven uniquely valuable to medical 
professionals because it captures the progression of 
autism and the stages of recovery following therapy. "It 
demonstrates the efficacy of massive intervention at an 
early age," says Davis. Copies of the tape have been 
requested by physical therapists, neurologists and 
other doctors to aid in their work with autistic patients, 
A major insurance carrier has also requested a copy ol 
the tape as the company considers making insurance 
coverage available for autism therapy. And finally, 
according to his father, the tape was empowering for 
Benjamin in helping him to understand his own histoq 
and come to terms with his autism. 

In the past three years, the Best of the Northwesl 
Video Festival has undergone changes specificall] 
designed to acknowledge the value and impacts 01 
community access programs such as And Stil 
Climbing. These changes in the festival have assurec 
that "tapes that make a difference" are recognized ovei 
productions that imitate commercial television in stylt 
and content. 

Starting in 1992, the Best of the Northwest Video 
Festival developed several new Community Produce 
categories which are closely linked to the communif 
access mission. These include "Empowerment,' 
'"Community Involvement," and "Human Under 

~~ -- 

1 the past three years, the Best of the 
lorthwest Video Festival has undergone 
hanges specifically designed to acknowl- 
dge the unique value and impacts of 
ommunity access programs .... These 
hanges in the festival have assured that 
tapes that make a difference" are recog- 
lized over productions that imitate com- 
nercial television in style and content. 
.... . 

tanding." In addition to Community Producer cate- 
ories and Media Professional categories, the Festival 
nitiated 13 Open Categories which are available to 
ommunity producers as well as community access 
taff. Fears that staff and other media professionals 
rould sweep the Open Category awards proved to be 
mfounded; the majority of award winners have turned 
mt to be community volunteers. 
When entering the Best of the Northwest Video 

'estival, producers are encouraged to think about the 
he impacts of their programs. The Festival entry form 
ncludes a series of questions such as: Why did you cre- 
ite this program? Who is your intended audience? 
Vhat was the importance or impact of this program to 
'our community? 
Perhaps the most substantial change in the Best of 

he Northwest Video Festival has been the creation of 
in "Award of Excellence" designation for up to four 
'winners" in every category. By establishing a standard 
ind allowing judges the flexibility to award multiple 
winners, the Festival is able to recognize a greater 
lumber of outstanding access efforts and place less 
emphasis on competition. 

Howard Davis counts himself among those who 
ipprove of the recent changes to the Best of the 
Northwest Video Festival. The Festival, he says, "puts a 
premium on creativity and authenticity." Davis is con- 
vinced that "slick is not necessarily sincere" and that 
the Festival's focus is right on target. Perhaps the most 
significant-and hard to measureimpact of his own 
experience with And Still Climbing'was that making the 
tape became a jumping off point for his activism in 
autism education. Davis is now working on plans for an 
international conference, and develophg a gant for an 
ambitious new series of programs geared for parents 
and families of autistic children. 

Paula Manley is Community Television Manager of 
Tualatin Valley Community Access, 1815 NW 169th 
Place, Suite 6020, Beaverton, OR 97006. Telephone 
5031629.8534, Carol Burns is Programming Coordi- 
natorat Thurston Community Television, 2940Limited 
Lam, Olympia, WA. 98502. Telephone 2061956-3100. 



Assessment 
- -- 

How to Measure Access Success 

"The difficulty with programming measures is 

that they.. .invite a fundamental comparison between 

citizen speech and commercial programming, and most of 

us would agree that this comparison, taken out of 

, often marginalizes access. . ." 

By Bob Devlne 

I n franchising, re-franchising and review pro- 
cesses, public access operations ought to he able 
to demonstrate some measure of accountability 

for the resources they expend, and should also be 
able to put forward some criteria by which the per- 
formance, progress and success of the organization 
can be assessed. Given the diversity of services pro- 
vided by most public access centers (outreach, train- 
ing, facilitation, programming, coordination, etc.) the 
ambiguity of our mission [protecting speech, pro- 
moting localism, serving as a focal point for indepen- 
dent production, acting as an alternative television 
station, being a link in a national network of alterna- 
tive programming, etc.), the lack of client clarity 
regarding access operations (the blurring of 
publiclprivate motives, the exchange of program- 
ming for privilege, the dichotomy 
of cable 
castinglser- A 
vice, and 
the pro- 
tections ( 
of novice 
speakers ver- - 
sus the support o 
ownership of long-term participants, etc.) and the 
public's often skewed perceptions of what access is 
about, it is sometimes difficult to focus on meaning- 
ful criteria and to find useful measures of progress 
and success. 

One of the ways we have of assessing success is 
through examining the programming produced and 
cablecast. Quantities of original programming seem 
to provide some index of productivity and account- 
ability. One can look at the ratio of dollars spent to 
programming yield, or can look at some 
sourcelquantity formula to determine the diversity of 
access use. On the other side of the TV screen, audi- 
ence measures present another program-based 
option for assessing access effectiveness. The diffi- 
culty with programming measures is that they all 
tend to frame the diverse activities of access in terms 
of the overarching goal of producing programming 
and a set of criteria which cany the baggage of com- 
mercial broadcasting. They invite a fundamental 
comparison between citizen speech and commercial 
programming, and most of us would agree that this 
comparison, taken out of context, often marginalizes 
access, in part because the programming efforts lack 
the "professionalism" of broadcast television, and in 
part because the "audience reach" is often less 
important than the community interaction generated 
bv access activity. 

Another approach to assessment is to present the 
often staggering numbers of those trained, those 
continuing on to produce, those facilitated, those 
volunteering, those visiting our facilities, those 
equipment hours utilized, those community bulletin 
board messages, etc. I'd like to suggest that while 
sucb quantification clearly provides a sense of the 
vitality of an access organization, and helps to 
develop baseline standards for measuring productiv- 
ity and for making comparisons with other access 
centers, further analysis is needed to make such data 
useful, both to the access organization, and to those 
who seek to assess its performance. 

Where to Begin. First, an analysis of operational 
data ought to be framed by consideration of how 
sucb activities fit with the centralgoals and values of 
public access. The significance of training, for exam- 
ple, is not confined to consideration of the numbers 

if program producers it yields; training 
represents an investment in 

immunity capital" and 
~hances the possibility for 
salthy and vital public dis- 
rse by increasing the num- 

ber of potential speakers who 
ht enter the "marketplace of ideas". 

Training is not an end in and of itself, but is a means 
of nurturing and protecting the public speech that 
the First Amendment favors. Second, an analysis of 
the qualitative dimensions of training, facilitation, 
programming and use is needed in order to clarify 
and focus the effectiveness of the access organization 
in delivering services. The questions that might guide 
such an assessment are: 

'> 1. How clear is our mission? 
2. What is it that we say that we're doing, and 

why is it important? 
3. How well does the reality of what we do 

match that mission? 
Access mission statements usually include lan- 

guage along the lines of "providing first come, first 
served access," to equipment, facilities, and channel 
time, providing support and training to enable the 
community to effectively use the access resources, 
and making efforts to see that the clientele and pro- 
gramming accurately represent the diversity of the 
community being served. These elements provide us 
with some starting points for assessing both quanti- 
tative and qualitative dimensions of success; (a) the 
accessibility of our facilities and services; [b) the 
effectiveness of our training and facilitation; and [c) 
the diversity of our clientele and programming. If we 
-~ ~~~ ~ ~ 

Continued next page 

Good Ethics 

"It has not been easy to 

maintain good ethics. The 

constant example of the 

broadcast media, with their 

hunger for violence and eon- 
troversy makes It difficult to 

remember there are other 

w a y  of doing things. The 

hardest thing for me, right 

now. Is that no one is speak- 

ing out in horror at the 

poverty and hunger and pow- 

erlessness in our own couit- 

tries, no one is crying out 

that we cannot be a just 

nation when we silently 

accept so much injustice, 

here and in the rest of the 

world. There Is so much 

money for war, and so little 

to feed and educate the chil- 

dren of the world. Our coun- 

tries cry 'poor', but they 

have never been richer. 

Where do we start? I hear so 

little, yet I know I am not 

alone with my wncems. 

Or am I wrong? Are there 

many voices speaking out. . 
.and being filtered out of the 

public media, or given their 

brief five minutes, isolated 

in their little corners, and 

silenced? lt seems to me 

that we need more than evar 

to hear many voices in the 

land. We silence them at our 

peril." 

-Dorothy Todd Hdnaut, 

Visual Anthropology Review, 

Volume 7, No. 2, Fall, 1991 
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take a somewhat broader gauge and consider the importance of this 
mission in First Amendment terms - the idea of encouraging, 
enhancing and supporting public dialogue and debate - we have 
another set of standards for measuring our success: (dl To what extent 
is access programming congruent with the cultures, concerns and 
issues in the community; (e) To what extent has access speech gener- 
ated interaction around those ideas, issues and concerns; and, (f) To 
what extent do our access clients develop the sort of agency that 
might expected from untrammeled speech? These criteria, deriving 
from the mission and goals of public access, steer the assessment 
away from discussion of the quantity or "professionalism" of pro- 
gramming and the numbers involved to consider the social and cul- 
tural relationships involved in responding to speech. They also 
eschew the majoritarian dimension of audience reach in favor of the 
minoritarian criteria of significant public discourse. 

Gathering Information. In focusing on the relationship of access 
to the community, it is important to gather sufficient information 
about the population, cultural life, organizational life and concerns of 
those served to be able to make determinations about how well access 
reflects and meets the needs of the community. Information from 
census data, Chamber of Commerce reports, town council reports, 
and historical documents can provide background information on the 
population of the community, the diversity of cultures and traditions, 
the patterns of growth and development, and the general issues and 
concerns it faces. In larger settings, government and agency reports, 
s e ~ c e  projects and press coverage might provide some indication of 
the pressing or critical community issues. Some sort of "utilization" 
study will allow us ground an assessment of access services in the 
larger framework of the community it serves. We ought to be able to 
describe our individual clientele in terms of age, racial and geographic 
diversity as well as describing organizational clientele in terms of the 
broad spectrum of social service, community, educational, cultural 
and arts orientations. 

A profile of the non-profit, community and service organizations in 
the access community will also provide helpful background. In cata- 
loguing service and civic organizations, church and religious organi- 
zations, business organizations, neighborhood and community 
organizations, social service organizations and agencies, arts organi- 
zations, education associations, labor organizations and political 
groups, the access organization can gain a strong sense of the civic 
and cultural life of the community and can also begin to develop a 
baseline of information for future outreach efforts. 

Our in-house documentation should provide us with sufficient data 
to develop a qualitative analysis of our operations. If record keeping 
has been accurate, we should be able to provide a quantification of 
service delivery over a 1-2 year cycle, including such things as a; hours 
opin to the public. b foot traffic through our facilities i d  individual 
community members served at various levels, (dl organizations 
served, (el hours of equipment use, studio use, edit time and playback 
time. (0 volunteer hours invested and staff hours invested. Records of 
outreach efforts should give us information about the groups that we 
have approached, the orientations, viewpoints, issues or cultural per- 
spectives that they represent, our success in engaging them in access 
activities and the sorts of coalition building, agenda-setting and pro- 
gramming efforts that have resulted from those efforts. Further, we 
should be able to quantify the potential numbers of people engaged 
through analysis of the cumulative memberships of the organizations 
participating in access. Training information should be readily avail- 
able, including not only numbers of those trained at various levels, but 
also the yield from training lthose who go on to become active produc- 
22 cm 

In cataloguing service and civic organizations, 
church and religious organizations, business 

organizations, neighborhood and community 
organizations, social service organizations and 

agencies, arts organizations, education associa- 

tions, labor organizations and political groups, 

the access organization can gain a strong sense 
of the civic and cultural life of the community 

and can also begin to develop a baseline of 

information for future outreach efforts. 

?rs) and the retention from training lthose who continue to produo 
:hose who have been active two years, three years, etc.). Channel logs, 
schedules and playback request forms can be utilized to develop a 
quantitative profile of the programming outcomes of our efforts. One 
framework that will help our analysis involves the source or origin of 
he programming on our channels. For example, we might break down 
irogramming by percentages of programming originating (1) with 
ndividual access producers, (2) with organizations, (3) from other 
sources or providers, (4) from satellite feeds or outside the local cable 
service area, and (5) in-house. Further, some other breakdowns that 
will provide insight into how the access opportunity is being utilized 
nclude (6)  percentages of original programming in monthlylyearly 
schedule, (7) percentages of repeat programming in monthly/yearly 
schedule, (8) numbers of different providers/producers, and (9) per- 
:entages of different types or categories of programming. 

In addition to in-house documentation, it's helpful to gather addi- 
ional information from the client base, from the community, from 
:able viewers (if possible) and from other access systems. A client sur- 
rey mailed to core users or administered by telephone can provide 
nformation on (a) initial and continuing motivation for involvement, 
b) experience in entering into and passing through orientation and 
raining programs, lc) areasof programming interest and participation, 
dl levels of volunteerism, (el perceptions about the quality of service 
ielivery in a variety of areas, (0 areas of strength and weakness, and (g) 
uture directions. A complementary technique for gathering percep- 
ions and attitudes from the client base is the focus group. Groups of 8- 
2 producers and/or volunteers in focused and directed discussion can 
idd qualitative depth to surveys and other assessment efforts. 
Due to the complexity of gaining access to the cable subscriber base, 

lirect viewership surveys are not easy to undertake, and usually 
equire close collaboration with the cable operator andlor the regula- 
or. When resources are sufficient, the use of a subscriber bill-stuffer 
ir a telephone survey can, at minimum, provide information on (h) 
:eneral recognition of the access channel(s), their programming, mis- 
;ion and nature, lil recognition of specific programs, series or infor- 
national campaigns, lj) frequency and patterns of viewership of 
iccess offerings, and lk) general perceptions about the value of the 
ocal access channel and service. Sometimes such a survey can he 
iggybacked on the regulator's efforts to assess subscriber satisfac- 
ion. 
General community perceptions of and attitudes about access will 

ie extremely significant in times of franchising and franchise renewal. 
Tie access organization can use the assessment as an opportunity for 



mining how access addresses community issues and concerns, and 
(0) determining where future efforts will be needed. 

Comparisons with other access centers of similar size or circum- 
stance can put the local effort in perspective. In comparing the general 
cable and regulatory framework (the franchise date, the population, 
the cahle penetration, the number of access channels, the nature of the 
access-providing organization, etc.) the budget framework (the startup 
capital, the annual operating budget, the percentage of budget derived 
from non-cable sources, the number of staff, the percentage of budget 
allocated to staffing, etc.), the facilities (the portable, edit and studio 
equipment available, the hours of facility usage per year, etc.) the train- 
ing (the numbers on training, yield and retention), and the program- 
ming (the hours and types of 
programming origi- 
nated, etc)? we can A 
begin to get a pic- 
ture of (p) the rel- 
ative effectivenes 
of the access one 

outreach. Recognition surveys1 conducted in public places or through 
random telephone samples, meetings with community leaders to dis- 
cuss their perceptions of public access, meetings with non-profit and 
agency leadership to discuss their use (or potential future use) of 
access opportunities and the manner in which access might engage 
constituencies and address particular needs, and other survey tech- 
niques provide a forum for publicizing the access effort and building 
broad community support. At the same time such efforts will he help- 

- - - . . 
quality of access programming?3 Is there improvement, due to ongo- 
ing training, in the production value of programs? Is programming 
adequately and reliably scheduled and promoted? Is programming 
reliably played back on the channel(s) with minimal error? Is there a 
balance between first-time and continuing producers? Is there a rep- 
resentative programming mix on the channel(s)? Do clients, viewers 
and community members perceive an adequate program mix on the 
channel(s)? Are there adequate mechanisms for determining fair- 
share of channel time, series scheduling, etc.? 

Training. Is there clarity in the training program and in its ohjec- 
tives? Is there a clear path for the client to follow in continuing to 
acquire and build skills? Is there continuity in formal and informal 

support? Does the training program provide sufficient depth and 
hands-on experience to be useful to diverse clientele? To 

what extent does the training program provide the 
skills of critical media literacy? Do trainees continue 
to grow and develop, or do they "stall" at the begin- 

ing levels of proficiency? Is there continuing support 
xovement? Is there demand forlinterest in advanced 

diversity? Where could the access organization do more? 
Programming. How are the issues and concerns of the commu- 

nity, as profiled in government, agency and non-profit reports and in 
the press, reflected in access programming? How are the diverse cul- 
tures and cultural practices of the community reflected on the access 
channels? What are puhlic perceptions of access programming? How 
does the public "use" access programming? Are there instances of 
when access sets a public agenda or when the puhlic acts on the dis- 

" H o w a c c e s s i b l e  and diverse is access? 

How well do the training, facilitation and programming 7 

ful in (1) assessing the effectiveness of outreach and publicity efforts, course of access programming? Are there instances of interaction with 
(m) profiling who is and is not served by current operations, (n) deter- and around access progmnming? What is the public perception of the 

efforts reflect the mission and goals 

of the organization?" 

in utilizing resources and delivering 
its services, (q) the strengths and weaknesses of the local operation, 
and (1) how the local experience compares to access experience else- 
where. 

Analysis. Once information has been gathered, it is important to 
return to the frame of reference of the mission and goals of access in 
developing a qualitative analysis of success. How accessible and diverse 
is access? How well do the training, facilitation and programming 
efforts reflect the mission and goals of the organization? Questions that 
might generate this sort of analysis are listed below. Such questions 
could also be used in brainstorming with staff, in conducting focus 
groups and in interviewing clients or community members. 

Accessibility. To what degree does the access organization permit 
ease of involvement? Is the climate of the organization perceived as 
welcoming or not? Is the core group perceived as an "in group"? Are 
there a group of long-time clients or volunteers who express some 
"ownership" of access operations? What are the barriers to use of 
access? How do such factors as geography, public transportation, 
times of business, specialized equipment, required times or skill levels 
present hurdles for accessibility How has the organization worked at 
overcoming these hurdles? Who is not served by the access organiza- 
tion? Why? What would it take to get more people involved or to make 
access services more accessible? 

Diversity. Given the profile of participation that has been gener- 
ated through information gathering, who is over-represented in your 
access operations? Who (population, geographical areas, age, race, 
gender, program interest, issue orientation, political spectrum) is 
under-represented? What "players" might he using access who are 
not? What issues or concerns of the community should be there but 
are not? Who would be capable of addressing those issues? How 
diverse are the types and styles of programming? What types of pro- 
gramming are absent. Where sort of outreach plans are aimed at 

training? To what extent do trainees become self-sufficient, 
autonomous and independent? To what extent do they continue to 
depend on staff for production expertise, leadership, direction and 
coordination? To what extent does the training program provide 
agency? What are the critical junctures at which clients are "lost" in 
the ongoing processes of moving through to production? To what 
extent are the skills transferred to the community? Do groups and 
organizations extend the training in production and media literacy 
beyond access? 

Facilitation. What are client perceptions of the general helpfulness 
of the access operation? Do users receive support and attention suffi- 
cient to he effective? What are the indications of client satisfaction 
and dissatisfaction? How have complaints, delays, deferrals and sus- 
pensions of service been handled? Is there continuity in formal and 
informal facilitation support? What are the quantitative and qualita- 
tive measures of accountability for staff in providing facilitation? At 
what percentages of productive capacity are various facets of the 
access operation facilitated (i.e. percentage of available studio 
timeledit timelponable time, etc., utilized)? To what extent do facili- 
tation routines and practices maximize the use of the access resources 
among the broadest possible population? How is quality control 
maintained? Are scheduling practices and policies reliable and ade- 
quate? What are client perceptions about the responsiveness, follow- 
through and timeliness of access facilitation? 

Organization and Management of Resources. Does the orga- 
nization have a policy infrastructure that reflects the mission and 
goals of access? Does the organization have a clear and accountable 
process by which the organization develops and reviews policy? Are 
there clear lines of responsibility for for budgeting, budget manage- 
ment, controls, accountability and auditing of financial records? Does 

~ ~~ ~ ~ -~ ~-~~ 
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the organization have a clearly specified procedure for allocating 
resources? What percentages of resources go to administrative over- 
head and to actual program delivery? Are costlbenefit figures avail- 
able for various facets of service, training, facilitation and 
programming? Does the organization have adequate systems for 
managing, inventorying and securing the capital plant and for risk 
management? Are there adequate and reliable schedules for mainte- 
nance, depreciation, replacement and technical audits of the physical 
plant? Are personnel policies complete and adequate? Are planning 
processes sufficiently detailed to help the organization move ahead? 
In what areas could the administration he strengthened to serve the 
needs of the community more effectively? 

The Ripple Effect. To what extent has access activity stimulated 
other kinds of community involvement? How and to what extent has 
access activity focused or set an agenda for the community? Has access 
training, facilitation, production and programming stimulated other 
organizations to work and using media to work at the issues and press- 
ing concerns of the community2 Have other organizations purchased 
equipment, built studios or initiated production activities as a direct 
outcome of participating in access? How has the participation of 
access clients and volunteers forged new associations and groupings 
that lead to agency? How has access brought private citizens into pub- 
lic life? Given the organizations participating in access and their mem- 
bership numbers, how many people are potentially touched directly by 
access? 

These questions and measures attempt to get beyond simple quan- 
tification in looking at the who is using access, how it is being used, 
how it is grounded in and serves the diverse needs of the community, 
bow well it lives up to its mission, and how it might develop and 
improve its delivery of services. For audiences outside of the organiza- 
tion it provides quantitative and qualitative standards of accountabil- 
ity as well as affording an opportunity for public education about the 
mission and operations of access. For internal audiences (board, staff, 
clients and stakeholders) it provides a forum for critique, planning 
and organizational development as well as an opportunity for reflec- 
tion on and rededication to the founding ideals of public access. 

Bob Deuine is Professor o f  Communications and Associate Dean of  
the Faculty a t ~ n t i o i h  College in Yellow Springs, Ohio. He has worked 
on the startup of the Dallas, Milwaukee and Manhattan access systems, 
and consults broadly on access planning, assessment, ascertainment 
and training issues. He can be reached at Antioch College, Yellow 
Springs, Ohio 45387. Telephone5131767-6356. 

We the name, channel logo, or specific programs recognized by a random 
sample of passers-by? Further, are those queried aware of the mission and 
operations of the access organization andlor the First Amendment nature of 
access? 

The Buske Group has begun to compile the Community Programming 
Index which should be very helpful in this regard. Inquiries should be 
addressed to The Buske Group, 2015 J Street, Suite 28, Sacramento, 
California 95814. 

30ne can talk about production value in terms of that which is equipment 
based (which can be improved through additional or improved equipment], 
that which is training based (which could be improved by additional train- 
ing), and that which is in the nature of access (programming by novice pro- 
ducers more concerned with message than with form and production value). 

Access in a Digital Age 
continued from page 16 
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factured products intended for specific purposes. Although media are 
not, by definition, 'real,' they have political, economic and social 
implications for policy and behavior in the real world. 

This concept is particularly tough for those who seek redress 
through community access for a long history of inaccurate, misrepre- 
sentations in mass media. Media education does not ignore this 
inequity. It encourages alternative, diverse re-presentations, espe- 
cially those that entail people speaking for themselves, all the while 
reminding us that all media are constructions and that none of it - 
not even independently produced media - is value-free, balanced 
and objective. The media education process encourages audiences to 
question media representations of people, places and things and to 
place them in their historical, economic and cultural context, no mat- 
ter who produces them. 

Media educators around the world insist on a complete approach of 
both media analysis and production. Since the overriding goal of 
media education is not job training for independent producers, or 
personal self-expression, hut enhanced democratic citizenship skills, 
the primary purpose of production is to inform the analysis of mass 
media information created 'by the few for the many.' Jobs, artistic 
expression, and getting the word out, are important byproducts of 
production, but without analysis and action, true empowerment can- 
not take place. Simply learning to master the tools of technology is 
not nearly enough. 

Media education encourages active collaboration of the audience in 
the communication process. Not all people want to produce, but all 
people are citizens who can learn to actively analyze and evaluate 
information. AH this is not to say that the question of equitahle access 
to information and the means to produce it is solved. Access still faces 
formidable barriers around the world and access organizations must 
still use most of their resources to achieve the basic right to create 
and receive information. Even so, most organizations devoted to 
equitable access have all the ingredients in place to take the next step 
to incorporate media literacy education in their training programs. 

It is a vital and worthy challenge, one that has already manifested 
itself in places like Austin, Texas where Austin Community Television 
(ACT) producers joined Austin public school teachers in the summer 
of 1992 in a Media Literacy Institute conducted by Strategies for 
Media Literacy (San Francisco) and Southwest Alternate Media 
Project (Houston). The teachers and producers there saw that 
together they had a vast store of human resources to draw upon to 
bridge production and analysis and to initiate a program of medialit- 
eracy education in their community. 

Media education is enjoying increasing popularity in schools, com- 
munity groups and health organizations as well. it is a logical and 
necessary brand of literacy that has the potential to enhance social 
justice by teaching active citizenship skills. Media literacy education 
has the potential to realign an equitable relationship between knowl- 
edge and power and to revitalize the central democratic goals of com- 
munity access in the age of digital comrnunicatiun. 

Kathleen Tyner is Founding Director of Strategies for Media Literacy 
(SML) and a research associate a t  Far West Laboratory in San 
Francisco. A producer, writer and teacher, Ms. Tyner also travels inter- 
nationally to conduct media education workshops. For information 
about SML resources and workshops, contact Strategies for Media 
Literacy, Inc., 1095 Market Street, Ste. 410, San Francisco, CA 94103 
4151621-2911. 



1993 Hometown Video Festival Finalists 

s ome 435 finalists represent- 
ing 192 cities in 33 states and 
five Canadian provinces 

were chosen from more than 
2,000 entries representing 37 cate- 
gories in the Alliance's 16th 
annual Hometown Video Festival, 
cable television's largest awards 
competition honoring locally pro- 
duced programs. 

Final judging was hosted by 
Portland Cable Access in Port- 
land,Oregon. 

Winners will be announced July 
22 at a special awards ceremony 
during the Alliance's national 
convention in Atlanta. 

The finalists are listed here. 
Congratulations to all. Single pro- 
grams are listed with the A symbol, 
&d series are indicated with a >. 

ABOUT PUBUC ACCESS-PROFESSIONAL 
ANutmeg Television - The First 

Amendment Gone Hollywood, Mary 
Boytan, NutmegPublicAccessTelevision, 
Farmington, CT, NutmegPublic Access 

AAmieofOz,DanHrkman, MiamiValley 
Cubic Council, Centerville, OH 

A SWOCC's World, Tracy Thompson, 
SouthwesternOaklandCabie 
Commission, Farroington Hills, MI, 
Metrovision 

A CTV hinder, Dale Irving, CTC North 
Suburbs CommunityTV, Roseville, Mi 

ABOUT PUBUC ACCESS-VOLUNTEER 
~AccessShowcase ~5 U l i h  Maidmi% 

C X A C  \ i i~i i l~ropllaibor, iL 
'i Post ScrintsVideo Newsletter IkAitne 
Rice, ~or thwes t  ~ommunityTV, Brooklyn 
Pa& MN 

ACCESS PROGRAM PROMOTION- 
PROFESSIONAL 
>Everyone Is Different. Station IDS, Ned 

KuU, Plainfieid,U,WheatonCommumty 
Television 

> ComingThilFull, DmSuffolettd DAW, 
Dayton, OH 

>MVCCPromos, Dave Gordon, Miami 
VallevCabie Council Centerville. OH 

AWCTVOutreach, DeanSmits,Wheaton 
Cornmimiry Television, Wheaton, IL 

A Faces ofMCTV, An@ Cochran, 
Multnomah Community Television, 
Gresham, OR 

A A e o n P r o m o H ,  Tim O'Grady, U.S. 
Cable ZionAccess Studio,Zion,U 

ACityTVStationIDSpot, DavidJones, East 
Lansing Cable Communication, East 
Lansing, MI, City TV 

ACCESS PROGRAM PROMOTION- 
VOLUNTEER 
Â¥TVPart - Promos, L e o n R o s e m ,  

D m ,  Washin~on ,  DC 

PilarsU, Milwaukee,W, MATA 
A Promo; Blizzard of92, RonaldVecchia, 

Wmthrop Community Access Television, 
Winthmp, MA 

ATheSticker,ZacharyTellier,Manchester 
Community Television, Manchester,NH 

A GardenaPubUc Access Promo, Iris Goins, 
GardenaCabieUsageCorp, Gardena, CA, 
ParagonCabie 

ARTS PRffiRBMMING.PROFESSIONAL 
> SouthFloridaAnCenter, PatJones, 

WLRN Cable-TAP, Miami, FL, WLRN 
Cable-TAP 

> AHeelingGlimpse, Michael Decsl, 
RogersCommunity 10. Toronto,Toronto, 
"N ".. 

>It's the Arts Comp. Reel, Richard L a b  
MiamiValley Cable Council, Centerville, 
ml 

>Art Beat.lames B u n ,  Suburban 
m m t i n ~ ~ n '  ~ n v l ~ ~ s ~ w n  P \  

Â¥ Public Art in thepark Shein tlildebiand. 
P l ~ ~ ~ c t m ~  I h n k  l.iwvn kh ~ w r  8 ~ .  41 

Kruc, &ntinentalCablevi.hn, 
Springfield, MA 

AThe Creative Moment: Artists a t  Work, 
Kelley Ellsworth, O W ,  Washington. DC 

A ForThe Love of Paint  Recentworksby 
Pnuiklln White, KelleyBlworth, DCIV, 
Washington, DC 

APIS PROGRAMMINGVOLUNTEER 
> WhereTheWatersMeet; 12ExcerptsOn 

Arts&SocialIssues, C.Zawadiwsky& 
Mart M m ,  Milwaukee, TO, Milwaukee 

>little Dabblers, Jacqueline Pliskm, PCTC, 
id*, U r u n ~ w ~ k , V i  CIiY 

> A n k t  FJainc Rmch Springfield .*a 
An-siouncil,Springfield !L Dimension 
Cable 

>Made in S o m d e ,  Sha Hshg Mi", 
SomervilleCommunityAccessTV, 
Sonerville, MA 

AAPrayer, Catherine Nash,Tucson 
Community Cable Corp., Tucson, AZ 

AAmericaSeDescubre, Justin Memer ,  
DCTV, Washington, DC, DCTV 

AEvolurlonof a Sculpture, Sherry Massio, 
Victoria, BC, Rogers Community 

A M  forOver IheTelevision, Mimi Graney, 
Someiville, MA, Someiville Community 
Access 

COMPUTER ART-PROFESSIONAL 
AThmbglvmg Football Helmet Kick-Off, 

ThomasBrunt, SuburbanCommunity 
Television, Doylestown, PA 

ATheMVCC 199211993 GraphicsExpo, 
Richard laRne. MiamiVallevCabie , 
Council, ~ente'mile, OH 

ABIdelink, RobinGee, City of LosAngeles. 
Los Angeles, CA, Los Angeles Cityview 
Channel 35 

AACTVPromo, Marc Couch.Aurora 
Community Television, Aurora, IL 

COMPUTER ART-VOLUNTEER 
ATomandJerry, DaveSilverman, Canton 

CableAccess Corp., Canton, MA 
AGoingCriUcalIntro, JamesJongsma, 

Grand Rapids, MI, GRTV 
AEmbryoStiUMeandTlIuB~tion, 

Renee Shaw, Wilmore, KT, WASB TV3 
AStomachUpset, SusanEdward, Milton 

A e s l  Cable Television Corp, Milton. MA, 
Continental Cablevision 

DOCUMENTARY EVENT.PROFESSIONAl 
Â¥ Stepin Chemical: The Poisoningola 

MexicanCommunity, MarkDay, Day 
Communications,Vista, CA, UTVCable54 

Municipal Channel, ~ o u s t o n , k , ~ a m e r  
Cable 

&Brookline HighSchool S e s q u i c e n t d a l ,  
Chuck Simmons, Brookline Access 
Television, Brookline, MA 

4 lady ofUght - Cold Spring, Iff, Michael 
King, Dayton, OH, Dayton Access 
Tdevisim 

DOCUMENTARY EVENT-VOLUNTEER 
A Flames in thevalley, Naomi Zeavin, Falls 

Church,VA, Fairfaxcable Access Corp. 
ATheGreatSolarEcUpeofJniyll, 1991, 

Kerry Gordon, c1oRogersCommunity 10 
Toronto, DonMills, ON 

A imf; 1992 D e m m t i c  Convention: Is 
Anyone Listening?, Andrew Bard, 
Cambridge, MA, Cambridge Community 
Television 

AHardCovcc H T h b  thePromitedlaid?,  
DeniseZaccardi, Community TV 
Network, Chicago, IL, Chicago Cable 
AccessCorp. 

DOCUMENTARY PROFILE- 
PROFESSIONAL 

4TimcToShInc. \WGamesForThc 
Physically Challenged 'Urn U~derslon 
( h n  I nhltii.i~on ufllii k.ivilic 
~ ~ c k s k e ,  NY 

ATheMakingof'Tortune", lo Scheder, 
KumuKahuThener, Honolulu, HI,'Olelo 

ASidlingtheInlandSon, Brit Mollberg, 
AleaCounty PublicUbrary, Ft. Wayne, IN, 
Public AccessChannel10 

AKatie Smith - W o r n  Pioneer. Robin 
Gee, City ofLos Angeies, Los Angeles, CA, 
LosAngelesCityview Ch. 35 

DOCUMENTARY PROFILE-VOLUNTEER 
ATheCommunityHouse; PastandPre- 

sent, Nadine Maynard, Bloomfield Com- 
munity Television, Bloomfield Hills, MI 

A Welcome to Chimney Corners, Pat 
Truscello, Brookline Access Television, 
Brookllne, MA 

ARookie BusDriver, Amy Oevereaux, Santa 
Barbara, W C T V  

ALcnCabrd-Thestoryteller, Mia 
Manduca, Cambridge, MA, Cambridge 
Community Television 

DOCUMENTARY PUBLIC AWARENESS- 
PROFESSIONAL 
AWeSpeak, Patricialeahy, Gresham, OR, 

MultnomahCommunity TV 
A DPI: Pavingtheway t o  Freedom, Doreen 

Vincent, Cincinnati Community Video, 
Cincinnati, OH 

AInOurHands, BeyondtheEarth 
Summit, Dean Evenson, Visions of the 
Planet, Bellmgham, WA, TCI 

ATheNationErupts, CynthiaLopez, Deep 
DishTVNetwork, NewYork, NY 

ATheMoreWedttTogetherlClllldCareIn 
SantaMonica), BrianMurphy, CityTVof 
SantaMonica, SantaMonica, CA 

DOCUMENTARY PUBLIC AWARENESS- 
VOLUNTEER 
~VideoDtellone: MailhgOurFree 

Speech Lmaalannaione.Paper liger 
'l'&iiiinn Nrin Si il. SV M-.inh-.iit~n 
~eighborhood ~ e t w o r k  

A PTSD: "Beyond Survival", Kevin Becker, 

Brookline Access Television. W. Newton, 
MA 

IMoreMileagel-onlieMhke Erik 
Peterson, UTV, Centeiville, MA 

IHeartacheoftheDIsabled, Barbara 
Grsenrnik.LittleCiNFoundation. 
~hicilgo, IL, ~ o n t i n e n t ~  ~ab~evis ion  

EDUCATIONAL-PROFESSIONAL 
>Down IoEarth- EpisodesUl, 4, 7, David 

Campbell, Rogers Community lOCalgary, 
Calgary,Alberta 

>BightTurns Only, Scott Schiller, Prince 
Georee's Counrv Public Schools, 
Land&er, MD ' 

> HarronCable HomeworkHotline, Susan 
Brodhqen, Port Huron Area School 
DMn. i' PC.,! Hii,i." MI 

>HIVUp&le Tmoths~n:t Pm,i:im 
1 I imAIUS tÃ£lrr, l h ~ a , ' ~  1L 
Crucaeo.\ccessCorp~ran~n 

1 InsideKapunahala Irene 'lamashila 
Kapmuhal~ FJcmt~~1:mScti ,(id 
\\aimanal0 lll,'Oielo 

1BIehlTurnsUnlvlff3k (lOds&thc 
~ e d i a ' s  ~ i x e d  Me&&, ~ c o t t  Schiller, 
Prince Georee's County Public Schools, 
Landover.kI 

\Theparty's Over, Jeff Fogarty, Cox Cable 
RhodeIsland, Inc., Cranston, RI 

EDUCATIONAL-VOLUNTEER 
>Report: Shelby County Schools, Prank, 

Bluestein, c/o GHS-TV, Gennantown, TN 
> DoubleElimination, Alice French, USD- 

TV, Lubbock, TX USD-TVCable Channel 
12 

> 1880Bclvo,JohMlinek, MiamiValley 
Cable Council, Ceilterville, OH 

>Video Parade, James Gleason, Pacoima 
Middle School, Pasadena, CA, United 
ArtlstsCabie ~- ~~~ ~ 

A SNdentsVlcwS92: The Presidency, Alice 
French, USD-TV, Lubbock, TX USD-TV 
Cable Channel 12 

ATdevision: Speakingof themture ,  C M  
Brainerd, Kamehameha Schools, 
Honolulu, HI, 'Olelo 

AD rillk... Drive ... Die. Debra Crowel, 
Kingwood College, Austin, TX, Austin 
Cablevision Studios 

AThePaper Forest, Glen Pla, Tampa, FL, 
Jones ImercablePublic Access 

AACaseof DateRape, Jennifer Boyer, 
NoshobaCable, Pepperell, MA 

. .. . . . . . 
>Complaint Dcpt ban \\'ire, hovriky 

Rogers Cabiesyslems, \'incoinvr BC 
R M v n  t U",",L,,,,, 4 \ ~, ,"",e ,  

> U . ~ T . V . ,  RobeLCohan,  Continental 
Cablevision. Needham, MA. Welleslev 
Channel 13 

> MicrowaveToday -TheCookingShowof 
Tomorrow, Michael Bolhouse, Omnicom 
of Michigan, Canton, MI 

F a r m  Me, Josh Hall, Channel 23, Avon, 
CO, Channel23 

AGrottescoShorts, CharlesCienski, 
PublicBenefit Corporation, Detroit, MI, 
Harden Cableviainn ~~~~~~ 

AThe FJJ. Guys, Michael Raso, High 
Speed/LowDragProductions,Totowa, 
MI. Comcast Cable 

ATheDead - Water, Peter Conrad,Rogers 
CableTVLtd. Kitthener, ON, Rotors 
1 ~~",muiiii" l'rl,'\i',%>m 

1 Weekend-Rock& Roll" live ^ I  RMMI 
Wi' i  Dameis i'ibiewiion C-iii-ibad C\ 



* ... increasing awareness 
of Community Television 
through educational programs 
and participation in court cases 
involving franchise enforcement 
and constitutional questions 
about access television. 9 

THE ALLIANCE FOR 
COMMUNITY MEDIA 
COMMUNITY TELEVISION REVIEW 
15  lonia SW, Suite 201 
Grand Rapids, MI 49503-4113 

An Invitation to Join the 

Alliance for' CommunicatmiK Democracy 
Become an Alliance Subscriber for $350/year and receive detailed reports on 

current court cases threatening access, pertinent historical case citations, and 
other Alliance activities. 

Voting membership open to non-profit access operations for an annual con- 
tribution of $3,000. 

Non-voting memberships available to organizations and individuals at the 
following levels: 

> Alliance Associate, $2500 - copies of all briefs and reports. 
> Alliance Supporter, $500 - copies of all reports and enclosures 
>Alliance Subscriber, $350 -copies of all reports. 

Direct membership inquiries t o  Richard Turner, 'Olelo: the Corporation for Community 
Television, 960 Mapunapuna, 2nd floor, Honolulu, HI, 96819, or  phone (808) 834-0007 ext.1714. 

Voting Members: Chicago Access Corporation, Illinois * Montgomery Community Television, Inc., 
Maryland Columbus Community Cable Access, Inc., Ohio 0 Staten Island Television, New York Boston 
L i m m ~ n n y  V\i-<i K I ~o~rimn.i~i j ;  F. unJ.iii Zn, In:. Massichuseit~ ^iRT\', &nJ h~pi,ii  Mirhiqin * 
HI,. J I I  <. ~mmunliy'. ahlc Corporaliot. .Mi; '11~ *.'M I hi-1 orponlior lor Lommunnv \\ H~in.'in * 
Multnomah Community TV, Oregone Manhattan ~eighborhood Network, New York. 

Non-voting Members: City of Iowa City, Iowa North Suburban Access Corp., Minnesota Oakland 
County Cable Corporation, Michigan. Ann Arbor Community Access Television, Michigan. Capital 
Community TV, Oregon * Cincinnati Community Video, Ohio * Alliance for Community Media, Central 
States Region. Alliance for Community Media, Far West Region. George Stoney, New York University, NY. 

Printed on 
Recycled Paper 

Grand Rapids, MI 
Permit 918 
. / 

ROBERT MUHLBACH 
I n s t r u c t i o n a L  T e l e v i s i o n  S e r v i c e  
Michigan S t a t e  U n i v e r s i t y  
Contmunications A r t s  
E a s t  Lans ing  MI 48824 


